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INSIDE: Special 'Meet the Candidates' tabloid
1
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ON A ROLL: The men·) and women's
tea ms of the 1H.U. Intra mural Bowling
League are on th eir [way to the
Assoc iati on of Coll rge Unions
Internation al Tournament to be held in
Chicago, Ill. 85
SCHOOL 'EM:
Dr. Faustine C. JonesWilson, dean for the
School of Education
has a 23-year history
here at 1 oward. A2

Taco Bell hiring policy crosses border ?
By Memone Paden
Hilltop Staff Writer

Asked what constitutes a high volume
store, Lafayette said '' th is information
· was cl ass ified a11d that I (the Hilltop
Imagine going to apply for a job, well reporter) had no authority to know and
dressed and ready to impress. You fi nd that he was not authorized to tell me
out when you get tl1ere. however, that such confidential infonnation.'· He later
prior to filling out the application. you went on to say that ''the official policy is
need to go to the ,nearest D.C. Police that you must have po lice clearance
prec inct and g~t an official police clear- before you can be interviewed, and tha1
ance.
if THE HILLTOP misquotes me. I will
The new Taco Bell located at 2301-C hold the University liable··.
Georgia Avenue N.W. in the \Vonder
According to a Taco Bell employee
Plaza. which opened earlier this week, for the 12th Street N.W. location,
has been accused of questionable hiring ''Taco Bell is just trying to make it hardpractices. In order 10 be allo" ed 10 hand er for blacks to get jobs. Taco Bell is a
in a completed application one must first good company to work for, but the poligo to the District Headquarters , located cy is not fair." The e1nployee dec lined
at 300 Indiana Ave., N.W. for official to be identified.
1
police clearance. After completion of
This clearance costs $5. An applicant
this process the applicant 1hcn hands in rnust bring several fonns of I. D., then be
the application <ind arranges for an inter- fi 11ger-printed only to have your prints
view.
ran through D.C. police fi les. If the
Rich Lafayette, general manager fo r applicant has a police record or if there
the Georgia Ave., and another location at is a current warrant out for the appli601 12th Street N.W. , s11id ';Because my cant's arrest. it will show 011 the applistore is high volume. it is necessary for cant's record.
my employees to have police clearance."
However, if the applicant has commi tHe added. ''Requiring police clear- ted a crime in a different state. the appliance helps me to have the best people. cant's police record will not appear.
and I want people in my store that I can Many Howar~ studcn1s are from differtrust.··
ent states. so if an out-of-state student
1
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Jones-Wilson
BON APETIT: Eric Tl app has taken
Dynas ty Ca tering beyo~ tl th e Howard
comn1uni1y 10 the corporatt sector. A 7
CLEAN UP: Another attempt to dump

' foreign generated toxic Waste in waste
receptive facilities in Caritibean countries
brings renewed concern. A6
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applicant has a
police record,
it wi ll not show
up on th e
police record.
The only. way
10 know if the
ap plicant isAt
cri minal in
anothe r state
would be 10
have_an F.B.l.
clerance done.
TThis is a
de~sion that is
ha, ded dow n
1 hig her
from
1nanagement,
and it must be
adhered to. I do
not understand
this policy,
beca use it is
only in effect
in the District
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of
Co lumbia
which is predominantly black," said lhe
12th St. Taco Bell employee.
Neither Mary land nor Virginia Taco
Bel ls require their applicants to get

please Taco Bell pg. A3
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SUNDAY
Chapel
11 :00 am-Andrew Rankin Chapel
Speaker: Dr. H. Beecher Hicks, Jr.
. Senior Minister- Metropolitan
Baptist Church

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

MONDAY

'' Brutal exclusion often inspires
determination, whereas the downgrading of achievement could easily lead to

exasperation and cynicism.''
-Albert Murray

FROM AFRICA, TO AMERICA, TO HOWARD-

The Sounds of

Blackness brings its "Africa to America Black History Month Tour" to Cramton tonight at 8 pm .

Administrators shed
light on University's
snow closing policy
)3y Terease Baker
Hilltop Staff Writer
Trad i1ionally known the month
which ''comes in like a lion a.Jd goes out like a
lam b," the month of Marth h~s brought many a
· surprise to those weather fvatchers in the
. Washi ngton area. Some of t~e season 's worse
snow storms have occurei:l in March.
While fo recasterS have not predicted
I
•
such a storm in the very near fu ture, many
around the Howard community may not know
what actual ly happens wh~n wintry weather does
hamper travel and close schools, businesses and
alter scheduled. How does the University decide
when the close because of snow ?
According to vice president for
admi nistration, Dr. Constance Rotan , school
clos ure depends on the total conditions of the
weather, not the amount of snow received.
''School closure is based on how long
the weather conditions will last, whether the
1
publi c transportation is running on time, and
whether snow removal \\".ill occur soon enough,''
she said.

Wh a t ' s

--- -

T ih e

p

Snow
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l i c y?
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•
Normal Conditions -All scheduled activities are conducted .

•

C urtailed C ondition s -Administrative ope rations
will continue, but classes
will be suspended.
C losure -classes are suspended,
but essential operations
rem~in open.

Ed Pinkard, the
ass istant vice president for
Phys ical Facili ties, said,
''Weather monitoring begin s at
4 a. m. I begin by calling
emerge ncy weather facilities. ',
Secondly. I gather in fo rmat ion
about weather conditions in the
county in case it diffe rs from
th at in the metropolitan area.
Nex t, I listen fo r the weather
predictions for the entire day. I
then fin d out the decis ions of the
gov~rnment and federal government.'"
Pinkard passes hi s inform ation on to the
vice president for administration. She wil l
communicate with the vice presidents for
academic affairs, health affairs, student affairs
and the special ass istant to the president.
Rotan then informs President Frankl yn
Jeni fer about the weather cond itions and
governmental decisions regarding operations,
and he wi l.1 be left to make lhe fi nal decision,
according to the University's extreme weather
conditions poli cy.

*
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Shaw n Flow ers - THE HILLTOP

The president will declare one of three
operating conditions: normal , curtailed or
closure.
Under normal conditions all scheduled
activities are conducted. Under curtailed
conditions administrative operations will
continue, but classes will be suspended.
Under closure, all classes are suspended, but
essential operations remain open, according
to the University 's snow policy.

I

1

Charter Day Convocation
11 :00 am (no class 10-1pm)
Cramton Auditorium
Speaker: Sen . Harris Wofford (DPa.)

Afro-Brazilian
leader to lecture _
on human rights
this afternoon
•

Carlos Verissimo,·an organizer for the
Black Consciousness Movement, headquarter
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil will lecture thi s
af1emoon at 2 pm in the Armour J. Blackbum
Center Auditorium. Verissimo 's lecture wi ll
focus on the human
rights and the. AfroBrazilian movement.
According to
Dr. James D. Steele, a
Pan-Africanism
instructor in the
Department of
Political Science, the
explosive rise in the
murder of children by
Verissimo
death squads.the
dramatic increase of sterilizations among AfroBrazilian' women and the hardships imposed by
the nation's debt crisis have had a significant
impact on the Afro-Brazilian peple.
Verissimo's lecture is open to the
public. For more infonnation, contact Dr.
Steele in the Department of Political Science.
at 806-6724.

l
I

police clearance. Ell e Herrengton, an
employee of the Maryfield, Va. Taco
Bell, said that a Police clearance is not

.-::=======::::::!:!:::::::::::::===.
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Taco Bell opened Its doors earlter this week.
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'Ni htline' anchor visits\HU
I

By Leonard Simmons

Hilltop Staff Writer

Anchorman Ted Koppel of ABC
News/Nightline brought his gunslinging, pull-no-punches, broad-

cast style from the newsroom

10

Howard University this pa st
Wednesday.
Koppel, host of the investigative

feature program which airs
weeknights on WJLA (Channel 7),
discussed many of his personal

views on current issues and the role
of minorities in the media industry
during an informal rap sess ion
spo nsored by The Annenburg
Honors Program in the School of
Communications.
In a commanding demeanor,
Koppel challenged ~he audience to

initiate any degree of discussion
with him. ''I would like you to
subject me to as rugged a crossexamination as you wish," Koppel
said.
Students accepted his bold challenge with a flurry of question s
concerning the need and lack of
minorities at the network level of
broadcasting.

Koppel response was that only
qualified correspondents are chosen for the Nightline program
regardless of race.
_
.
''Nlghtline is a program that has,
and needs to have, a small core of
correspondents. We have three and
a half correspondents. The bottom
line is that we have no minority
correspondents. Our African American correspondents are not
ready right now for Nightline as
well as many of our white correspondents. Regardless of -skin
color, I am going to fight to see that
the correspondents that get on
Nightline are qualified," Koppel
said.
Koppel added that many people
who apply for positions at the networks are not qualified. ''Before
you can come on Nightline, I will
expect you to have done 3-5 years
at the network ," Koppel said.
Although Koppel admits he
takes an unbiased approach to his
standards for Nightline correspondents, he added that there is a signifi ca nt number of minoritie s
behind the scene.
''There continues to be an ele- \

Ted Koppel fielded a wide range of questions during the
two - hour period spent with students and faculty.
ment of racism in the media industry. When I started my own production com pany, I had only one
whi te male. When I hav e the
authority I use it,'' said Koppel.
''They [Nightline] are not in the
business of altrui sm or charity,"
Koppel said.
·
Koppel, the recipient of an hon-

orary doctorate degree from
Howard University 1in 1986,
appeared as part of a series of lectures by distinguished professiOnals given this school year by the
Annenburg Honors Program.
La1·1·.v Brott111 c·o11tribured to tliis
S(OI')'.

The Dean Series:

Product of 'better than' generation leads students
By Preston Jenkins

Hilltop Staff Writ~r

To have a conversation with Dr.
Faustine C. Jones-Wilson, acting
dean for the School of Education, is
an exhilarating experience. And ·
after spending more than an hour and
a half listening lo the history of education as seen through the eyes of
Dr. Jones-Wilson it is obvious why
she has chosen to spend 23 years on
the Howard University faculty.
''I Jove to teach, it's in my blood.
I like to do research and I love being
in the classroom," Wilson said. And
because of the aforementioned reasons Dr. JoneS;-Wilson, by her own
choosing, will not be a candidate for
the deanship. ''I'm so close to retirement," she added.
As you walk into her spacious,
yel paper crowded office filled with

''I come from the generation

where 'You had to be better than .... ',
Wilson said.
.
\ ''I was taught by people who were
authentic. They wouldn 't let me
slide. And they insisted 1ha1 we
~a~ntained standards.··
~art of maintaining 'standards
requires Dr. Jones-Wilson to make
.contributions not just in the classYoom, but outside the classroom as
:well.
In 1977 she wrote a book titled
The Changing Mood in A'merica:
Eroding Commitment? (Howard
University Press). When asked what
her motivations and inspiration were
for writing the book , she stated,
''There was a pervasive. feeling that
blacks had had as much help as we
needed and deserved. And that it
was time now for us to do for ourselves. Ignoring the fact that some
1

Award, American Association of their subject matter, then they should high expectations. You have to have
The mi ss ion of the School of
Higher Education , Black Caucus know the methods of teaching, then an appropriate curriculum, evalua- Education is to prepare professional
(1988).
be very honest and sincere in work- tion with appropriate re-teaching.''
educators, practitioners, and human
And from October 1978 through ing with young people. Be sensitive
And speaking of style, Dr. Jones- development specialists in teaching,
June 30, 1991 , Dr. Jones-\Vilson was and be compassionate."
\Vilson has developed a style worth research, service. and policy fonnaeditor-in-chief of the Journal of
Negro Education. The highl y
,
respected publication, responsible
for presenting discussions involving
critical appraisals of the proposals
and practices relating 10 the educa,...tion of black people among other
things, was founded in 1932 and has
been a venue for scholars in the field
of education to give anc\.J~ive .... information.
if..t.
.
In 1948 Dr. Jones-Wilson griidu·
l6tlr1
ated summa cum laude from A. M.
& N College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas
(now the University of Arkansas at
Pine BlufO, and received her mas1
ter's and doctoral degrees from the
University of Illinoi s, Urbana. Dr.
Jones-Wilson served as a senior l'ellow at the Institute for the Study of
Educational Policy at Howard
University, and twice has been chairman of the Foundations department
in the School of Education.
Now as the acting dean in the
School of Education she is responsible for 4 depanments: Departmen1 of
Educational Admini stration and
Policy. Chaired by Dr. Paul-Albert
Emoungu;
Department
of
Psychoeducational Studies, Chaired
by Dr. Wilfred Johnson; Department
of Human Development, Chaired by
Dr. Hakim Ra shid; and the
Department of Curriculum and
phol o by Preston Jenkins
Instruction , Chaired by Dr. Sandra
'
.
The dean not only teaches her students, but she learns with them in the classroom.
Smith.
As Dr. Jones-Wilson continued to
talk about her duties as the dean and
Dr. Jones-Wilson feels that the emulat ing. Recently, she gave a tion. The School of Education is
the mission of the school it became one pitfall that many teachers rnust brief lecture in to class filled with responsible for preparing the stuobvious that education was what she overcome is their idealism. ''Many student:teachers taught by Dr. Stella dents to think critically. solve probhas always been a part. How did she ' of us go in thinking that we can Gomes and impressively rem inded lem s. \nake ethical decision s. and
get involved with teaching?
change the world in one school year. them of their responsibilities as edu- link theory with practice.
It 's just unfortunate that the
''I come from a family of educa- 11 just won't be done.'' And she goes cators. She has a powerfuJ and
tors. So I was just following in the on further to discuss the bigger issue methodical classroom aura that is University has to share Dr. Jonesfam ily footsteps. My mother was a - and the bigger picture.
usull lly found in great educlltors . Wil son with the world.
teacher. My father was a lawyer and
'' We mu st have more blacks When Dr. Jones-Wi lson speaks peomy grandfather, R.C. Childress, was going into teachirig . By the year ple listen - and learn.
the assistant state supervisor of 2000 only 5 percenl of the teaching ~-------------------------,
Negro Education in Arkansas, the force will be black. Black teachers
second highest position in the state.'' can serve as role models -- not only ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- ;
And as Dr. Jones-Wilson reflect- to blacks -- but to Hispan ics, Asians
ed back on the career of her grandfa- and whites," said Dr. Jones-Wilson.
ther she realized the importan~e of ''Because they too need to know how
his existence as the University of competent we are. ''
The administrative duties of the
Arkansas at Pine Bluff named a
deanship has taken Dr. Jo11es-Wilson
dorm after him - Childress Hall.
But as a lifelong educator what away from her first love - the classare some things that Dr. Jone s- room . And her seco nd love Wilson would like 10 see happen? ''I resea rch . So when Pre si dent
would like to see us ge1 serious about Franklyn Jenifer names the dean for
education. We should all become the School of Education Dr. JonesAt Fannie Mae. o~ of America.'s largest hna11c1al 111st1tui1ons. your BA BS degree ca
serious about educating black chil- Wilson wil l immediately jump back quality you for our Business Syste1ns Tra1n1ng Prograr11 Here you will learn the late
dren and stop playing these poli1ical to the projects that she left on hold 1n business sys1ems 10 keep your skills up to date and your career on tt1e last 1rack
games," said Dr. Jones-Wilson.
while occupying her present posi- Our program combines clasSroom 1nstruct1on w11t1 on the tob tra11111ig to 1eact1 you
tion.
computer programming and analysis. plus business <.1110 hnanaal syslenis develop
''Any nation that can put a man on
Dr. Jones-Wilson now teaches a ment on intelligent workstations using SOL and LJNIX
the moon and rebuild other countries graduate course titled Multicultural To qualify . you must have t~1e 111ot1vat1on to succeed and a Bilct1elor s degree
(Computer Science or Finance preterred) A Masters degree previous cornpu!er pr
Education: Issues and Trends. And grarnm1ng
can educate its children.''
and or hnanc1al analysis e)(pe11ence is desired Ot1all!1ed apphcan!s r11usl
After more discussion one could after teaching from the junior high lake the Wolle Aptitude AssessrT'>en1 Banery P1ogra111n11ng 1es! and score at least
get the impression that Dr. Jones- school level on up to the graduate 90"/o Not1hcat1ons for testing will be mailed w1tl1111 tt1e rext tour weeks
Wilson would not mind if we went level gives Dr. Jones-Williams an We oiler a con1pet1t1ve starting salary w1tt1 periodic reviews ai1d a ger1erous beneh1s
back to segregating the schools. insider's view on problems or poten- program which includes fully -paid l1eal1h be11e!1ts. life 1nSlJf<1nce company paid retire
rnent. 40t(k). a stock purchase plan. and tree parking _For co11s1derat1on. send your
''We have moved from the segregat- tial problems that may arise.
resume and letrer descnblng your career interests 10 Fanr11c Mac Dept BST 28H.
ed system - which was not all bad.
But what is the key to getting p O. Bo)( 39192 Washington DC 200 16 For more 111tormat1or1 on 0111er pos1t1ons .
People like me benefited from that through to young black children?
call our Job Hotline at (202) 752 ·JOBS.
~··
system because we were all s~pport
''We have to try to do a better job I ·""''' M.....,. ·"' /lttU1'1.ITIV" 11<.1ooro I "'''' I 0!1W•U•111\'
. ~
ive of each.other. We had caring and of matching teachi ng styles wi th ~ n1plOv• ·t WH .,,,.,,,, '"l.l"" ,..... ,,,,., 'IPfJl10...1I~"'" 10(H'1 ''""()"
wo11•un , oncl ""'"H"''~ ol <lll u" µrol< '' 1.. n '~"""" W• ·
The USA's HOl!Sing Partrie
learn in g styles. We mus t find a !JO1" ..Ol,1101<'
dedicated teachers.''
,' flt u(] t" ., ' I. ' '""" 0011 uo •rll
So what advice does Dr. Jon·es- match, " said Dr. Jones ~Wi l liams . 1---------------------------1
Wilson give to younger teachers?
''We al so need stronger instructi9nal
''I think that they should all know leaders, a climate for learning and

•

'

.YOIJR BA/BS DEGREE
CAN Pllt YOIJR CARIE
ON tBE FAST TRACK

photo by Preston Jwlklns

Dr. Jones-Wilson's duties are not confined to her office.
•
awards and citations you get the feeling that important work is being
done. There is no room for peace
and quiet as students, faculty and
staff are all fighting for her time
along with her duties as the dean .
But she doesn't seem to mind. In
fact, she seems to thrive on the fact
that important work is being accomplished through her office.
And after reading her 46 page
resume their was no question aOOut
her credentials, no question about
her dedication and contribution to
the field of education, and there was
no question about her desire to stress
education as a prerequisite for success.

discrimination continued to occur
and that we could not undo the hundreds of years of second class citizenship in 5 or ten years.''
In 1981 she wrote her second and
final book to date titled A
Traditional Model of Educational
Excellence: Dunbar High School of
Little Rock, Arkansas .(Howard
University Press) that focused on
Du~bar High School being the foundation for the success of its alumni.
She has received 37 major awards
si nce 1972, including the
Distingui shed Schola r/Teac her
Award from the Academic Affairs
Division (Howard University) in
1985 and the Exemplary Leadership

W(JI
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Which student concerns should the candidates for the BUSA
1
and Undergraduate Trustee focus on?
The international surcharge is
important because it 's ca using
Howard to lose ilS status as an iQternational university . The financial
standing of the University is also
falling because the contributions as
far as research and teaching facili·
ties are affected.
'
Thabo Mofokeng, senior, electrical engineering, South Africa

They should focus on financial aid
because when you get financial aid
at Howard, it doesn'1 come through
until the middle of the semester.
Until then, you' re running around
begging them not to kick you out of
school.

They should be addressing the 50
percen1 surcharge on international
students. The number of freshman
international students is decreasing,
and Howard is losing its composi·
tion. Something has to be done for
Howard to mainlain ilS goal of gath·
ering black people from all over the
world.

Jason Scott, junior, English,
Baltimore, Md.

Ephrem Hambissa,junior, zoology, East Africa.

With Howard being the ''mecca''
of black colleges, we need to put
more emphasi s on st udent
entrepreneurship. The salutes to
blacks in business are nice, but they
should be done more frequently.

They should focus on improving
Howard 's communications efforts
regarding things like financial aid
and registration. They need to work
with the administration on getting
organized to help ease these problems. Students shouldn 't have to
worry about if their money is coming through or how they're going to
get $3,000 in two weeks.

Many students are concerned with
fi nancial aid and the pace of the
whole process. Some of the people
in the [fi nancial aid) office don 't
even know how to work with the
computers and technology provided.
Sucre Johnson, so phomore ,
management, Detroit, Mich.

Dackeyia Simmons, junior,
broadcast journalism, Vallejo,

Ca.

Frances Jelks, sophomore,
advertising, Westwood, N.J.

Compiled by Paula White
Speakout Coordinator.
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Questions
surround
Taco Bell's
hiring
practices
Taco Bell from

pg. A1

required; l1owever. 1l1ey do ask

'

you on the applicat ion if you have
a police record.
Regetta Polk, a
manager for the \Vonder Pl aza
location of Kentucky Fried

'

'

Chicken. a con1pany owned by
'

I

l'-/AVOR, ELIGHT AND ..L..IXPLORE
EORGETOWN '.ARK'S LD 0 RLD l'-/TYLE,
T'S TALIANISSIMO !
TALIAN
•

the same corporatio11 as Taco Bell
(PepsitCorporation ),said it is not
~equir d for Kentucky Fried
Chief n e1nployees to have
police clea}ances.
,

~-·

'

Accordi11g to Waltef
Offiah , <I shift ma11ager for the
4221 Con11ec1icut Ave. N.W.
Taco Bell. ''This process is left up
to the discretion of the general

1n:1nager of the individual store. ··
According to a
representative from the Equal

Employment Opponunity
Commissio11, if this practice is
bei11g done only in cert;tin s1ores
and not in all, then it might be

discriminalory. HOwever a charge
needs to be filed before it can be
investigated.

•

'.

,, '
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In the:February 14
editi on of THE HILLTOP,
there was a misq uote in the
article ''Students respond to
Haitians who refused entry to

'

us.''
Jude Pierre, a
Haitian student majoring in
microbiology,T.was quoted as
saying, '' [ say give Haitians a
chance for political asylum.
lt 's a messed up situat ion:
The e1nbargo is supposed 10
be affecting the 1nula1toes
and the Haiti eli1es, bul only
the masses are suffering, and
that's why they' re leaving."
Hi s co1nment should
have been printed, ''The
embargo is supposed to be
affecting the coup leaders,
but only the masses are
suffering."
1 •
In the February 2 1
'
ed ition of THE HILLTOP,
HUSA Vice Presidential
Cand idate Erik L. DeShie'lds
was mi squoted in the story
''HUSA candida1es explain
their motives.''
•
The quote ran, ''I
don't call them hoes, but I
will call a bitch a bitch ... "
DeShields should
have been quoted with ''I
have said a bitch is a bitch.''
Please excuse any
inconvenience and
misunderstanding we may
have caused.

' •, •

•.

A DAY IN THI llFI OF trALY

THE WASHINGTON 0PEAA COSTUME DISPLAY

AT WALDENBOOKS ON LEVEL I
R EGISTER TO WIN A SIGNED COPY OF THIS
RICH AND BEAUTIFUL BOOK. ONE WINNER
!j:VERY HOUR, ALL DAY. ~\EET CONTRIBUTING

A,\lAflL AN]) l '!IE NIGHT VJSITO Ri'

L\

8 0llE1't E

C11 R1sTor11 ER Co1.u"tBt1s
Rl GOl.ETIO (COSTU,\!ES BY 7..ACK BROWN)

,\•C,

FER. 28 • f'-1,\R. 8

'

~

P~IOTOGRAPl~ER A.i~NlE GR!FFIT~!S BELT

'

.)

l-4P/'.\

\, '

flll CAPPUCCINO AND ESPllSSO

M AR. 7

4f'"

SA.\\PI.ES PRO\' lDED R'' 8 ,\RKIE 'S C OFFEE
& TE,\ Co. O N L1:\ 'EI. I

lfALIAN OrnA fAvo11T1s
PERFOR/'.IED BY FAUSTO C HIAPPINELLI

l . 4 ]',\ \

CORRECTIONS

'

'J (

J=EB.

WA SlllNGTON OPERA TENOR

29, lv1AR. I , M ,\R. 7. 8

7- 8P/'.I
M AR. 6

ITALIAN CLASSICAL AHO fOll MUSIC
T O.'I FALCONE & Co. GtTITAR & H ORN DL'O
l- 4 P:»t
FEB. 29, }.•\ ,\R. 7

,

ITALIAN CHllDllN'S lKEATEI

'

P UNCHINELLA P UPPET Sl~OW. THE
PUPPETEER "WEARS" THE STAGE
AS THE HAND PUPPETS ENACT

GIORGIO CURLETro, ACCORDIONIST

THE PRECURSOR TO THE

l-4P/'.I

P UNCH & JUDY SHOW

l-1AR. I, MAR. 8

POPULJ.RIZED IN ENGLAND.
l-4 Pl>I

ITALIAN COOKING DEMONSTIATIONS

'

AT WILLl1\/'.1 S· S 0/\' 0~\ ,\ ON LE\' EL 2
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ENTER TO WIN TWO TICKETS TO THE
W ASHINGTON OPERA; DINNER FOR TWO AT
0AJ.lLEO R ESTAURANT PREPARED BY CHEF
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ROBERTO DoNNA; ANO LIMOUSINE SERVICE
FOR THE E\1ENJNG
REGISTER F EB. 28 • MAR.8
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NOON : 3 Pl>\
MAR. 7

N O PURCHASE NECESSAR\.

Two HOURS FREE PARKING WITH PROOF OF $1'0 PURCHASE
DURING SHOPPING CENTER HOURS.

( THI SHOPS & RESTAURANTS OF )

GEORQETOWN PARK

3~22 M S treet near Wis co n•in Ave. NW 202/298-5 577 Weekday1 : 10am · 9pm, Sat : 10am-7pm , Sun: Noon · 6pm
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It can't do laundry or fmd you a date,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
SINCE 1924

And They're Off

•

•

Last week's New Hampshire primary
has set the perimeters of the presidential
debate in 1992. Former Seriator Paul
Tsongas' victory and Governor Bill
Clinton's very strong showing bode ill for
a clear Democratic front runner. While
Pat Buchanan's stunningly strong 43 percent in the Republican primary means that
President George Bush will not be able to
run on his record, but will be forced to run
against Buchanan, as long as he remains
in the ·race.
Tsongas' New Hampshire victory is
more an effect of regional recognition
than anything else. Most of the
· Democratic candidates suffer from a lack
of name recognition, and those that do not
usually have negative images attached to
their name. Tsongas, a former Senator
from Massachusetts, will probably do well
in the New England states. However, outside of the region, his campaign, bolstered
by his own admission that he was a very
unlikely candidate, wi ll falter and lose
ground to Clinton 's better organized cam•
pa1gn.
On the Republican side, Pat Buchanan
is doing just what he wanted to do-not
be elected President, but send a message
to George Bush that the right-wing of the
party feels abandoned and that if Bush
wants to get re-elected, he had better re-

embrace their ideas and views.
Buchanan's 40 percent showing offers real
encouragement to the columnist and former speech writer to continue his Bushbashing at least throughout the early part
of the campaign and as long as his funds
remain strong. However, wi ll such a
strong chalfenge, Buchanan risks expos·
ing the president's vulnerable spots and
leaving him open to a defeat in November.
Buchanan is laying the ground work for
the general election ; The Democrats
should simply pick up where he left off.
Why re-invent the wheel?
This year is a big year particularly for
freshman. Many have recently turned 18
and are now eligible to vote. Take heed
to the messages that are coming from the
candidates. Listen tb what they say as
well as to what they don't say. Get registered, either here or in your home state
and vote. i
It would be a slap in the face to all our
forefathers who fought and died so that
we could be able to vote.
Washington is the seat of these campaigns, becon1e involved either by volunteering or by attending speeches in the
area. Take an active voice in a process
that affects you directly. Send a message
to the candidates that your voice and vote
won't be taken for granted.

125 Years: Convocation Celebration
Tomorrow begins the celebration, our
celebration, Howard University's I25th
Anniversary. One hundred and t\venty
five years ago, by an act of Congress,
Howard University was founded.
Throughout that 125 years, most of the
black leaders of the world have been educated here on Hilltop high. The efforts of
the teachers showed through in the effects
their students had on the course of history.
That is the history we have just finished
celebrating. It is fitting that we should
formally rec og ni ze and ce lebrate
Howard's 125 year history on the heels of

a celebration of Black American History.
Indeed, Black American History is inextricably bound to Howard's history, and
vice versa.
The Editorial Board of The Hilltop
urges all students to come and share in the
uni versity wide celebration at
Convocation. Classes are suspended during the hours of l Oam to l pm in order to
give the primary benefrciaries of
Howard's history an opportunity to share
in the celebration of that history. Come
out and gain a perspective on our history
thai infomis and guides our future. ·

For Whom Did He Come?
His Holiness, Pope John Paul II , during
a recent visit to Western Africa, seems to
have forgotten whom he represen'ts on
earth ... Christ. His Holiness also seems to
have forgotten for whom Christ came ...the
very poor.
. Jbe wealth and resources of the Roman
Catholic church are immense (its collection of art work alone is quite easily worth
several hundred million dollars!) In light
of such wealth-especially against the
backdrop of the vows of poverty taken by
most priests-it is unbelievable that the
Pope should call on African bishops to
make their churches financially independent, as reported by The New York Times.
Around the world, free market advocates are heralding the era of great growth
that emerging countries with bring about
during the 21st century. However, those
free market advocates sight Eastern
Europe, Latin and South America and
Asia as the centers for growth-Africa is
·. blatantly absent both from the predictions
of future growth as well as from the list of
.worthy recipients of first world economic
aid.

.

One could argue that Pope John Paul II,
Bishop of Rome, was urging African
nations onto the path of fiscal responsibil·
ity and economic independence. One
could argue that Pope John Paul II, Vicar
of Christ, by encouraging fiscal responsibility, was actually positioning African
nations to receive first world economic
aid. One could argue that Pope John Paul

II , Successor to Peter in the See of Rome,
was beginning in Africa a pu sh toward
market refomis much like the one he and
the U.S. were able to engineer in Poland.
Maybe.
Or, more likely, one could argue that
Pope John Paul II, Patriarch of the West,
was foreshadowing a shift in financial priorities from needy and impoverished
African churches and communities to
newly emerging and historically Catholic
nations in Eastern Europe, particularly IO
his native Poland. One could argue that
Pope John Paul II, Primate of Italy, is
about to abandon the dark souls of Africa
for the fairer ones of Europe.
By calling on African bishops to make
their churches more financially independent, the Holy Father truly has forgotten
why Christ came: to save the least among
us, to feed the poor, to clothe the naked
and to comfort the sick and dying. Can
African bishops hope to meet the needs of
their people \vithout help fro m th e
Vatican?
Their was a time when usury, making a
profit from money lend to someone else,
was a sin in the Catholic church. It seems
that the Church has changed its 1Eind on
profit and the profit motive. ,,Has the
Church come so far around that it would
abandon those wpo need it most for those
who embrace the profit motive, capitalism
and free market refomis? Apparently so.
What was that parable about the man who
gains the world yet loses his soul ... ?

The Apple• Macintosh• Classic• n
computer makes it easier for you to
juggle classes, activities, projects,
and term papers and still find time
for what makes college life real life.
It's a complete and affordable
Macintosh Classic system that's
ready to help you get your work
finished fast! It's a snap to set-up
and use.
Contact us for more information
on the entire line of Apple Macintosh computers and for details on the
Apple Computer Loan.

Apple Macintosh Classic II
'I' System 7 capable

... Sound capabit~..
'I' Combines pe<formance & affordabilly

For more Information se!f!.e-

Myrtle Crabbe

Hazel Daniel

Monday· Friday

Tuesdays & Thursdays10:00 AM- 12:30 PM

Howard University Bookstore • 2401 · 41/J Street, NW • 202./106-6658

Mld·Atlantlc

Education Sales: 301-599-9555

S. Authorized Education Sales Consultant

Letters to the Editor
The conversation during
wh ich I made tha t co mment

Candidate's
Correction

endo that he made.
It is now my 1ask to lay such

occured over a year and a half fault s to rest. It hurts me, my
ago. A gen tl eman a11d I were

discussing the difference s
between speaking th.e truth of

Dear Editor,

frie nd s. niy peers, to have this
as a central issue of th is cam-

paign. \Ve all know the ques-

When I was a child, I though! feelings vers us the cor rect tion is relevant to how someone
and played as a child. Now tha1 action according to ethics and will represent the student body.
I a1n a man, I speak and act as a proper values. This person said Yet it is not fair that this issue
man. Thal Ihought was con· to me "anyone can act like a crowd out all !he others.
I am no! apologizing for an
veyed to me by my hero·-my bitch on a given day... everytime
grandmo1her. Looking back al you refer to someone as a~bitch, incoru;tl 1view I Ol}C_t haQ..,Jor
the words she spoke, 1feel Iha! I ·your. mother could.be called.a we were all children cince. As a
mu st co rre ct the errors, my bitch four times. " Those few man, l am apologizing for the
w,ords sobered my actions and way I let the question get out of
name and thought.
At the Wednesday, Feb 20, changed my auitude. Further hand and lhe way it hurt and
t992 speakout, I was asked if 1 conversation with this brother affected my peers. On such a
had eve r call ed a woman a prompted me to look at the sensiti ve issue, it is my respon"bitch" or a "hoe." I admined word "biich" in another light·· sibility to right any such wrong.
that I had made such transgres- one which sees th at it. dene- I don't believe anyone is a bitch.
sion s in the last tw o years.
Because of the uproar in the
crowd as wel l as the time limit
set upon me to answer the question, I was not able to communicate to the audience the close

of my argument.

grates women.
Unfortunately, th is brother
works for another camp aign,
and as you all know, all is fair in
love, war, and politic s. Th is
brother was in the audience 1hat
night. He knows who he is and
will have to live with the innu-

I

Furthennore, no one should be
called one. As the article stated
in th e Feb. 21 issue of THE
HILLTOP . I am not afraid of the
truth as long as it is the whole
~

truth and not just half
Erik DeShields.
1992·93 HUSA Candidate

,

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any publi c issue. Facul1y, adn1inistra1ors. staff,

students and alumni are encouraged to share 1heir original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material.addressed to us. We routinely edit \e(ters for space and correct errors
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as com111entaries 1nus1 be typed a11d signed. complete
with full address and telephone number.
The opinions ex pressed on the Editorial Page ofTflE HILLTOP are solely lhe views of the
Edi1orial Board, and do not neccessarily reflect the opinio11 s of Howard Univers ity. its administration.

THE HILLTOP Board or the students.
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Please address letters and comments to:

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP

2251 Sher.man Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20059

•

George Daniels, Editor-In-Chief
Jennifer Golson, Managing Editor
Damon Dozier, Campus Editor
Depelsha Thomas, Assistant Campus Editor
Frederick J.Goodall, Asst. Tempo Editor
Tasha Hailey, Business and Finance Editor
Donna-Lee, Copy Desk Chief
C. Sheldon Bassarath,Production Assistant
John Cash, Production Assistant
William Stone, Production Assistant
Rodney Reynolds, Head Artist

Darrell Winston Hill , Editorial Editor
Johanna Wilson, Sports Editor
Endya Eames, News Editor
Karen Good, Tempo Edilor
Ronald Sul livan, Design Director
Shauntae Brown, Copy Editor
Tracy Vinson. Copy Editor
Tanisha Massey, Asst to the Editor
Aricka Westbrooks, Proofreader
Edgar Bastien, Photography Editor

Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
Btjan D. Nevel, Advertising Manager
Kevin Armstead, Advertising Asst
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John K. Phoenix
''Why should one study anthro-

.,.

pology?'' is a fair question which
deserves a fair answer. The field
of anthropology deals with the

• study of human life in its diverse

aspects. Historically, this has
meant that the (cultural) anthropol-

ogist seeks to understand foreign
cultures and then communicate

-

that understanding to others.
Unfortunately, many have inter-

preted this to mean that the anthropologist should only deal with
''them'' leaving ''us'' to the field of

sociology.
This interpretation is wrong
because 1) it falsely assumes that
the anthropologist nev~r studies

the cross-cultural study of different
people and their traditions, the
field of anthropology makes a worthy attempt at answering such fundamental questions and, thereby,
helps to smooth the interface
between the various cultures. But

it would be wrong to suggest that
anthropology only focuses on the
''continuities'' and not the ''discontinuities." For indeed, by studying
humanity in both its diversity and
its unity, anthropology has historically taught us to ask questions
about cultural alternatives, limitations, and choices.
Anthropology pro)lides many
fresh opportunities for persons
eager to discover humanity in both
its diveniity and its unity. It holds

r

Just a few days ago, Jeffrey
Dahmer was convicted of multiple
counts of murder and sentenced to
multiple life sentences. As most of
us already know, Mr. Dahmer was
accused of killing 15 boys in the
Milwaukee metropolitan area ..
The fact the he killed these boys,
while tragic, is not the only issue.
The way that these young men
were killed is both sickening and
unbelievable. According to Mr.
Dahmer and the Milwaukee police,
several of Mr. Dahmer's victims
were mutilated and had their.body
parts severed. Some of these parts
were late[ 'used for consumption.
Mr. Dahmer has also said that he
used some of the bodies to have
sex with.
What makes Mr. Dahmer's case
so interesting is not the atrocities
that he commined against society,

..

''most studied," yet we are rarely
the ''studiers." African-Americans
are a case in point. Less than one
hundred African-Americans currently possess a Ph.D in the field.
Among the most famous ones are

study them we are essentially
studying a different species.
•

off?
ue to plead insanity to get off the
Dunng the trial, Jeffery Dahmer
While the spectrum of human hook. If this practice is allowed to
and his lawyers tried to convince emotion can not reasonably be go on, people may feel they can do
the jury that he was ''temporarily'' defined, it is safe to say that man _anything to exact revenge or do
insane while he committed these has attempted to define, and has what ever they want to do. After
acts and that his life should be defined, the spectrum of human all, all they have to do is convince
spared because of his condition at sanity. If man had not done so, a 12 people that they were crazy at
the time. Being insane, or declar- Slate of chaos and anarchy would the time the crime was committed.
ing ''temporary insanity'' when result. We all assume that the other
Our society is so full of fear that
faced with a crime, is almost like a, person is somewhat sane as we go we would rather believe a man was
woman coming before a judge and through our daily lives.
insane for a few months than
telling him or her that she is a linle
The other person may be our believe that a man could kill anothbit pregnant. The woman may teachers, our administrators, or er man just because he is sic k
regret sleeping with someone, but even our lawyers, but the univer- enough to do it.
she has to face the music. The sa ll y accepted assumption is,
The Dahmer trial is a step in the
woman, no matter how hard she except those that have been diag- right direction: Punish the people
may try, would find it difficult to nosed as being insane, we are all who commit crimes by the Jaws
convince anyone that she was tem- rational thinkers, and we conduct and standards that this country has
porarily insane. Criminals, on the our lives believing it. If we all erected. If a person has been sick
other hand, get away with it all the assumed that the other person was and i'nsane all of their lives, then
insane, or assumed that they may make proper provisions. But, if a
11me.
This type of defense leaves a lot be in a temporary fit of insanity, it person says that he was insane for
only a little while, make them pay
of questions unanswered. Was would be hard to function .
Mr. Dahmer's case brings up -a the cost of their crime.
Dahmer insane for a good portion
Damon Dozier is a junior in the
of his life? Is insanity something curious point: People that commit
that can be turned on and turned crimes such as these cannot contin- School of Communications.

even greater °l'P°nunities for people of color 1n that we are the

his or her own culture:· and 2) it
assumes that people who belong to
other cultures are intrinsically dif·
ferent from us, and that when we
Fortunately, such an interpretation
is on the decline .
With the growing trend in multicu\1uralism, people, more than
ever, want to know not just what
makes their individual cultures
unique but also what the commonground is that unites the plurality
of different cultures together. For
indeed, just what is the commonground that aJlows for interpersonal cominunication as well as collective human growth? Through

but his defense of them.

Damon Dozier

1
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Johnetta B. Cole, St. Clair Drake,
and Michael Blakey.

After these people have passed,
no one but YOU can fill their
shcx;s. Who has the Desire? Who
has the Courage? Who cares
enough-PLEASE- to sa}' ''I WILL
BE ONE!!''?
Joh11

K.

Pl1 oe11i.t

1s

an

Antl1ropology Majo1·.

-

• •

r1s1s

Gustayus D. Griffin
•

~ ·
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Recently, I spoke with a sister
about a re search paper she was
working on about male-female
relatio ns. I recalled he r once
telling me that her boyfriend was
white. So I asked with an obviously sarcastic tone, ''What do you
have to say about us brothers? ''
She replies, ''Yaw ain ' t worth
mentioning." I presumed she had
had one or more bad experiences,
but when I asked her if this was
the case, she responded, ''I don't
wanna have any experiences with
\lny of you cause you don't know
how to act in public. Yo11; get a
bunch of niggas together and they
are go in g to start fightin g." I
asked if that meant all of us, and
she answered ''yes.''
I then offered to take her out to
my old stomping grounds in south-

•

east D.C. Her eyes lit up as if I
had offered her A.l.D.S. She then
said, ''No, I don 't wanna go ou1
there cause they're too busy shooting little girls." This surprised me
since I had not heard of this from
anywhere. Then I did remember a
little girl being killed in a drive-by
shooting in Prin ce George 's
County, not southeast D.C. When
I brought this to her attention, she
simply S(!id that it is all the same.
She went on to explain how she
had friends in Georgetown and
would not be afraid to visit the
area. I then told her of the six -year
old girl who ~~ shot to death last
year in Georg~wn. She simply
brushed it off as an isolated incident.
This sister also has a great deal
of resentment towards her fat her
for giving her an African name.
She stated, ''We are not in Africa
running around in the jungles anymore. No one can pronounce my
name, and tlley make fun of it."
How does a daughter of Africa
develop such animosity towards
the sons of Africa and African heritage'? First of all, the faction of
African-American males who display the behavior which this sister
characterizes all African males
with were not born with the negative and self-destructive mentalities they currently possess. They
are, like all of humanity, a result of
a developmental process primarily
influenced by 1he environment
they have grown up in. Let me
make it clear that an attemp1 to
understand the perpetrator is not
an attempt to condone that which

,

is perpetrated. Despite our cir- .. . '·
oumstan'eesland
or environment, 1 :·.~; . -,·
.,
we must all be held accountable
for our actions. Nevertheless, few
wi ll argue that poverty plus
oppr~sion equals hopelessness
and desperation. It is said tha1 a
man without hope is most miserable. Surely this is familiar language to many, and an excuse for
some, but it is a harsh reality for
those of us who either presently
live or have grown up in inner-city
America. The young lady I spoke
with is obviously not familiar with
this experience. This is certainly
no crime. However, anyone who
narrowly disregards those who are
both the perpetrators and victims
of Inn er-City America's side
effects are short-sighted and show
very little awareness of the political-economic and socio-cultural
dynamics which produce many of
these African-American males.
It would seem to me, then, that
a genuinely concerned individual ,
regardless of how frustrated he or
sl1e may be with his or her people's negative behavicir, would
examine the history and developmental processes of those people.
When this is done, it is impossible
to summarize or explain in a nutshell any people's behavior by
simply saying they 're Black.
Unfortunately, many of us all
around the world .will go to any
lengths to distance ourselves as
much as possible from the almost
always negative stigma that goes
alo ng with being an African in
America or anywhere else in the
world. The reality is that you can
run but you can't hide. No matter
how quietly you sneak up upon
your reflection in the mirror, your
true identity stares you right in the
eye. Those of us who know who
we are are not ashamed when the
ignorant insult our African heritage. Only a fool ish child mocks
i1s moth,er.
l't is sad when a daughter of
Africa is ashamed of her ethnicity
every time someone calls her by
her name. Those who have strug
gled before us should have had
such a dilemma. I wonder how
she feels about how we as a people
should identify ourselves? She
would probably say what's in a
name?
4

Gus Griffi11 is a junior in the
School of Con1munications and
1A. ill appea1· regularly on this page.
1
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Carline Wlndall
In a Pan-Africanism class, we
were di sc ussing a black British
member of Parliament, the Hon's,
Bernie Grant visit to Howard
University. He gave a rou sing
speech in Cramton Auditorium last
Wednesday in which he catalogued
a series of violent, racist attacks
against people of color living in
Europe. Some of the vicious
assaults he described involved not

only roaming gangs of youth s
know as skinheads, but also members of the security forces who in
Gennany, for example, assaulted
and arrested a black nurse visiting
from Britain with her mother and
da~ghter, because she co,,uld not
prOduce her passport.
Someone asked whether or not
African.Americans have the energy to become involved in the strug·
gle of other African peoples, given
the enonnity of our own struggle
here in the United States. My
answer to this question is a
resounding yes. Not only must we
find the , epergy to become
involved, we have a duty to fight
the oppression of black people
wherever we find it.
The deaths of young black men
in police custody in Britain are no
different from. the massacre of

South African school children at
Sharpeville in 1976, the riot s in
British inner city ateas in the early
1980s by groups of black youths
fed-up with constant police harassment, the inexplicable beating of
Rodney King by Los Angele s
police in 1991 or the senseless execution of Ri ck Ray Rector in
Arkansas in 1992,
As African-Americans, we need
· to recognize and understand that
the oppression of black people is
universal and does not occur in isolation. This oppression is a mani- ·
festation of the changing world
order and the increasing uncertainly that informs the relationships
between the countries of the world.
As we hear more and more
rhetoric on the new world order,
and see the breaking down of barri·
ers in Germany and the fall of
communism throughout Eastern
Europe, we need to consider our
place in the new scheme of things.
As Western Europe moves toward
the removal of all barriers in 1992,
the resul1ant freedom of mov~ment
will have a profound effecl on people of color who have been residening in Europe for many years,
but who for whatever reason, are
not citizens. Already the European
Community is di sc us sing the
reclassification of its non-white

residents. Apparently being born
in a country will no longer guarantee citizenship.
What will be the new relationsh ip of Africa to the western
world? If the United Nations can
agree to deploy a peace-keeping
force to Yugo slavia, why isn '1
something similar being done in
Somalia, where thousands of civilians have been killed or maimed in
the ,last. three months and the' country s infrastructure completely
destroyed as a result of what can
only be called a civil war?
Nelson Mandela was released
from prison two years ago amid
euphoric celebrations and high
hopes of better things to c9me.
Governments in Europe and the
Bush Administration quickly
removed economic sanctions
against South Africa as a way to
encourage ''constructive engagement." Yet today, while wes1ern
governments constructively
engage President De Klerk, Nelson
Mandela and 30 million black
South Africans still cannot vote
and are no closer to the ballot box
than they were two years ago.
We see refugees from Cuba welcomed with open arm s to these
shores and gree1ed as heroes, while
Haitians are se nt back to ce rtain
interrogation, possible torture and

,•

death. Last time I checked, the
economies of both these countries
paralleled each other: Cuba had
empty shelves and rationing and so
did Haiti. Yet President Bush and
his administration glibly tell us one
group is fleeing because it has ''a
well founded fear of persecution,''
while the other is fleeing for purely
''economic'' reasons.
As Africans in the Americas, we
need to expose these double-standards and reject them for what they
are-a hypocritical stance to avoid
de~ling with institutionalized
racism.
The continuing reluctance on the
part of white western governments
to deal fairly with the plight of
their black citizens and neighbors
is reminiscent of the behavior of
the early U.S. colonists. They
spoke loftily of freedom and the
right to self-determination while
engaging in and profiting from that
most pernic ious of activities
known as slavery.
One oppressed African, or
African-American or Afro·
Caribbean or Afro-European cannot alone effect much change. But
the voices of millions of us
demanding to be heard, and determining for ourselves what we want
ou r futt1re developn1en1 to be, is a
mighty force to be reckoned with.
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Leland's legacy improves
quality of rican life

Africa's debt, 'No solution'
By Thomas George
Hilltop Staff Writer

saharan Africa's debt rose from

skills and increasing corruption.
Therefore, the debt mountain
continues to rise.
Unlike Latin America, Africa's
debt crisis has not resulted in the
kind of creditor or debtor
roundtable negotiations to work
out the relief packages.
Instead, the crisis is handled on
an individual <rtVcro-state) basis
yearly, which is seen by many economi c observers as a band-aid
attempt in soJ.ving a fundamental
problem.
The West has resisted numerous
offe rs by the Organization of

$128.7 billion

$219.6 billion,

African Unity (0.A.U.) to orga-

and by 1988 debt service was at an
average of 47 percent of export
revenues.
Moreover. Africa's population is
n1ore than 500 million, with a
... Gross' National Product (GNP) of
$135 billion, the same as Belgium
with a population of IO million.
The International Development
Association was set up in 1960. It
provides assistance to poor developing countries on terms designed
to weigh Jess heav ily on balance
~;")
of payments. Now that the Eastern
~'( '
Bl ock is the ''in thing'' in develop·
ment aid, developing countries
don't sta11d a chance in getting a
Alice Rains, mother of the late Mickey Leland and NAACP
piece of the ''aid'' pie.
leader Melvin Foote launch Tree Planting Campaign
Despite grabbing hold of strucIn Augu st of 1989, the plar1e 1nake a tax deductible contributural adjustment and other ecocarrying. Leland was found lion to the campaign, contact
nomic reform policies, Africa11
downed 1n the mountains of Melvin Foote at Africare, 440 R
governments have failed to tackle
western Ethi~.
St. N\V Washington, D.C. 20001
the big issues of inadequate manFor morelinformation or to or call (202)462~3614.
agement. urban bias. shortages of

nize an Internati onal Debt
Conference to address Africa's
economic problems.
European count rie s insist that
such a co nference will be just
another ''talking shop.''
Even the United Na ti ons ha s
been approached on this issue of
Africa's debt but few solution s
have been made. The Economic
Commission for Africa has stated
that African micro-states must
''strengthen their administrative
skills, nurture grassroots enterprises and sma ll -scale farmers to
ensure bottom-up developments
and broaden their democratic institutions.''
If the continent should avoid an
unprecedented economic cri sis,
Africa must confron t its many
chal lenges.
·

'

By Jenae Roscoe
Hilltop Staff Writer

Trees are often the only source of
fuel, housing material and material
from which to make tQols and
handicrafts in Africa. They produce shade and are used to protect
crops from wind storms, flooding
and animals.

·•Africa is in need of trees," said
Alice Rain s, mother of the late

co ngress man , Mickey Leland,
''and America is in the position to
offer assistance." Rains is the official spokeswoman for the Mickey
Leland Memorial Tree Planting
Campaign.
The campaign was officially

launched by the NAACP in cooperation with Africare, a non-profit

organ izat ion in Washington thatwas established in 1971 to improve
the quality of African life, focusing
on food production, resource
development, health services and
environmental management.

The NAACP Mickey Leland
Tree Planting Campaign is expected to continue into the next decade
a11d the goal of the campaign is to
plant at least one million trees at
$5 per tree across the continent.
''I encourage Howard students to
get the experience of working with

international programs and projects," Rains said. ''Tree planting is
an excellent way to take a more
active pan in Africa,'' she added.
Dr. Benjamin Hooks , NAACP
president, anticipates positive support from the NAACP family as
well as the black community at
large.
''Every African-American should
be willing to support this project.
For as little as five dollars, we can
appropriately honor Congressman
Leland and at the same time, make
a practical difference in the quality
of African life," Hooks said.
Civil rights leaders such as John
Johnson and Rev. Leon Sullivan
are encouraging the public to get
involved in the campaign.
Sullivan,
head
of
the
Opportunities Industrialization
Centers of America, sa id,

"Efforts are being made to estab·
lish linkages between Africans
and African-Americans,
and this
. . .
campaign 1s JUSt one way to

broaden that effort."
According to Hooks, the mem-

bers of the NAACP sought to pay
tribute to Leland because he was
respected world-wide and espe-

cially loved by the African people to whom he dedicated his life.

News Analysis
Be1ween 1982 and t987, Sub•

•
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•

Caribbean countries are on
the alert once again for a pos-

sib le renewed attempt to
dump foreign-generated toxic
waste on its sliores. The con-

cern emanates from a $72 mill ion World Bank project
which
requires
the
Organization of Eastern
Caribbean States (OECS) to
build waste receptive faciltties
to serv ice foreign ships.

dumps, which lined the waters
of the Caribbean searching for
a country to off-load tons of
toxic waste, indicate that the
region cannot be too vigilant
on protecting itself and its heritage from dangers of possible
abuse," Howell said.
Howell was referring to the
1987 episode where the
Morbo barge unsuccessfully
toured the Caribbean for two
months in search of a place to
off-load its 3, I00 ton cargo of
New York garbage.
In the previous year, 13,476
tons of toxic municipal incin-

'' ... the region
cannot be too vigilant on protecting
itself and its heritage from dangers
of possible abuse,''

'

erator ash from Philadelphia
was delivered to Haiti as fertilizer. According to a report
from Greenpeace, an environmental organization, the

1

•

* Thon1as George is a journalist

and Trade1·from Sierra Leone
•

•
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's hipload was rejected by
Panama, the country for which

it was .originally intended.
The 1nspectorJ,eneral, at the
time, of the nited States

CK 41707

TIM DOG

Environmental Protection

Agency, John Martin spelled
out the potential hazard.
"Philadelphia's municipal
The proposal, which expects incinerator ash will potentially
the debt-ndden region to allo- endanger.human tiealth and
the environment if it is
cate $11 million and other dumped
into the Panamanian
regional donors to contribute
wetlands as subbase for a
$Z5 million, while borrowing road.
The project will very
the other half from the World
Bank, has rej>?rtedly run into likely create serious environdisfavor with at least one mental and human health
,he said.
major Caribbean lending damage,"
Linle has been said about the
agency.
According to Calvin Howell, condition of the I00 Haitian
executive director of the workers who were exJJ9sed to
toxic waste while off-loadCaribbeaA Conservation the
Association (CCA), the envi- ing it from the ship, or what
to the fanners who
ronmental "watchdog" of 17 happened
Caribbean countries, ''We spread it over their cultivated
have to be cautious and ensure fields, before the Haitian
that no one ships toxic waste ' authority ordered the ash out
of the country.
through our back door."
To ensure that there would
Robert Schneider, acting
division chief of the World not be a recurrence the
Bank for Latin America and Standing Committee on
the Caribbean. could not be Foreign Ministers of the 13
mem5er
Cari'bbean
reached for comment.
The Barbados-based CCA in Community 9CARIMCOMO
a recent press conference said of which Haiti is an observer'
that the proposal sought to passed a resolution in May of
build waste facilities in sever- 1987,.against the acceptance _
al OECS islands in order to of toxic waste by any member
· improve the capacity to country.
Moreover, under the MARreceive and manage shipborne waste. The proposal POL Convention Annex 5, the
also suggested to improve Canbbean Sea has been desigfacilities for managing domes- nated as a special area, mali:.
tically generated and liquid ing it illegal for ships to dump
waste. But he warned that waste in the sea. Similar
serious attention should be actions were taken for the
given to the proposal which Mediterranean, but the
Economic
wanted to cfiange regional European
l aws to open tiie way for Community is moving to a
pc>sition in which the country
receiving foreign waste.
"The experience of the of origin would be responsible
region witfi floating garbage for its wastes .

PENICILLIN
ON WAX

--Calvin Howell

•
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Caribbean fights
toxic waste dumping
By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer

With an externa l debt of over
$260 billion, Africa is going
through a serious socio-econom ic
and political crisis. Despite various economic reform s, Afr ica's
debt continues to rise at an alarming rate.
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Spotlight
Entrepreneur

i

Placement office prepares
students for internships, jobs
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By Ealena Callender

Entertainment ' Sherma-n R.
Smoot Corporation , Turner
Construction, AT&T and 1he

Hilltop Staff Writer
I

Afte r working for area
hotels doing caterirlg 1 work ,
Eric W. Trapp, a senior from
Gifford, Florida, decided to go
into business for himself in
1988 by creating his own company~ Dynasty Catering.
Trapp, majoing in hotel and
restaurant management operate s Dynasty Catering along
1 with two partners. Kamal
Harri s, a Howard University
student acts as Vice President
and Bill Thomas, a Howard
University graduate now working for Mobile Corporation , is
the chief financial officer.
Dynasty ·Cate ring serves
campus organizations such as
th e
Small
Business
Development Center, the
School of Communications, the
School of Engineering, and the '
School of Business.
·
Members of the corporate
sector also constitute a ponion
of Dynasty Catering's clientele.
Dynasty se rves Sony Mu sic

-

....
"

U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.
In the future, 24- year- old
Trapp plans to expand Dynasty
Catering to serve other areas on
the east coast including Florida,
Philadelphia and Detroit.

Trapp attributes the success
of Dyna sty Catering lo ''the

determin ation as well as the
comm itm ent I ha\'e for the
business: ' he said. When giv ing advic e to oth er youn g
entrepreneurs. Trapp says .
'' Make sure you re- evaluate

yourselve s; it takes a lot o·r
commitment and sacrifice.''
Trapp was recent!)' honored
in the Seventh Annual ''Salute
to Blacks in Business'' conference with th e J . Bruce
Llewellyn
Stl.N:lent
E11trepren eur Award . The
award acknowledges Howard
Uni versi ty
stud ent
entrepreneurs who ha ve di s' pl aye d out standing perfor ma11ce in their entrepreneurial
achievements.
'

.

-

By Ealena Callender
Hilltop Staff Writer

For the past couple weeks, students donning thei r best navy
interv iewing suits have filled the
Placement Office in the School of
Business with briefcases and
resu mes in hand. As the summer
approachs, many are searching for
just the right internship or fulltime job upon graduation.
The Pl acemen t Office offers
opportun ities for permanen1 place1nent. internships, credit internships and coope rat ive emp loyment. Acting as a liaison between
students and recruiti ng compan ies,
the Placement Office sets up interviews and aids students in beginning or furthering their careers.
11

Students with libe ra 1 arts majors
such' as economics,
computer science,
math and consumer
affairs will also find
opportunities in this
placement office. 11
--Alfreda Brock
Some of the cotnpa11ies which
rec ruit and conduct interviews
through th e Placement Offi ce
include: Proctor and Gan1ble ,
Goldman Sachs: in vestment houses such as Merry] Lynch: com111ercial banks including Nations Bank
and Chase/Manhattan: and major
corporations like IBM , AT&T,
MCI , GTE, and General Electric.
Students in the School of
Business will benefit most from
the services of the Placement
.Office because they are given preference in the interview process.
Also, mos! recrui1ers_come with

Office and the opportunities which
it offers, many students are not
familiar with ii.
When looking at re sumes,
Brock said, "I can see the difference between those studen1s who
have taken the class (career counseling) and those who have not."
''One of the reasons why students may not know about the
Placement Office is that they don 't
follow their schemes. They may
choose to put off taking the
required course since it is only a
one credit course," Brock said.
Candidates for permanent
placement must frrst register with
the Placement Office b)' filling out
the necessary fonns. Next they
must supply tlie office with 20
resumes to keep on file. Students
then check in their departments for
interview dates and sign up for ·
pllolo by .. ,...... c.r,· M
weekly interviews.
Last week recruiters from Proctor & Gamble and
Students looking for internships
'
Nation's Bank interviewed more than one-hundred
mu s1 fo llow the procedure for
direct sign-ups . These students
students for job positions in the Placement Office.
need not register with the
requests for students with specific Placement Office is discussed pri- Pl acement
Office.
majors and disc iplines. According marily in term s of internships. Announcements of internships are
to Alfreda Brock. director of the Resume writing, interview skills, made in the student newsletter
Placement Office, request s are and proper dress for interviews (''The Ace''), fliers, and the career
usually made for accounting and and work settings are also included counseling class.
finance majors. However, that is in 1he class. In addition , the audioInternship candidates should
tlO reason why students from other vi sual center in the Sc hool of then come into the Pl aceme nt
schools shouldn 't keep tabs on who Business conducts interview work- Office to get a comprehensive listis intervi ev"ing and sc hedul ing shops in which students can !ape ing of available internships and
i11terviews.
interviews and analyze the tapes to sign up fo r weekly interview s.
·· stud e11t s \vi th liberal art s iinprove their interview ing skills.
Internship candidates need to keep
majors such as econon1ics. coin- ·
Also. for seniors in the School one resume on fil~ in the
puter science. math , :ind consumer of Business, there is an orientation Placement Office.
/
affairs will al so find opportunities , meeting for the Placement Office
The Pl acement Office also
in thi s place111ent offi ce.'' Brock early in the fal l semester. Policies includes a brochure room in which
said.
' of the office are di scussed and there are annual reports, literature
S~udent s i~ th e Schoo! o f ~appli c ation s and info rmat ion about career opportunities, and
Business are tnlrodu r.: ed to th e booklets are given out during this binders with job de sc riptions
Placement Office in l\VO ways.
orientation.
available for interested students.
A Career Counse li11g Cl :1s~ is
Despite the effons to make all As ~ell , there is _self-help lite~~
required for all Schoo l of Business studc~l!4-· aw~t~ of ibe Psl.<!.c;eroent , ,ifP a1_d . stu~en!s 1n resume wnt1n~
students . 111 !his class . the
.;lJ:i'•(J'~ ~t·rJ.i '!,l•:J ·1-::1, WJd mre~1ew1ng.-~
'
I
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Taxpayers make up $1
million in fraud, error
in food stam~ program

'

By Jennifer Dixon
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) _ Mistakes, checks lost in the mail and fraud
in the food stamp program co sf;, taxpayers $1 billion la st year.
- Depann1ent documents reveal.
Agnculture
Just $84 million of that was recovered, say officials at USDA's Food
and Nutrition Service.
Agency documents also show the administrative costs of running 1he
massive federal food program doubled during the 1980s, at a time when
panicipation in the program declined.
Since 1990, participation has increased, and a record 23.76 million
Amerieans received help buying groceries in September.
The mistakes and fraud in 1990, when combined with the administrative costs, meant that taxpayers were spending 25 cents for every $I in
food stamp benefits, according to USDA records obtained by The
Associated Press.
A year earlier, the cost to taxpayers was 28 cents on the dollar,
according to an analysis of the USDA figures, obtained through the
Freedom of lnforma1ion Act.
The documents show that while the number of people receiving food
stamps actually fell from 22.4 mi llion in 198 1 to 20 million in 1990,
state and federal administrative costs doubled, from Sl .12 billion in
1981 to nearly $2.5 bi llion in 1990.
·
The value of benefits also increased sharply, from $10.6 billion in
1981 10 $14 billion in 1990 and an estimated $17.3 billion in 1991 .
Benefits paid in 1989 totaled $11 .7 billion, while operating costs and
overpayments were about $3.3 billion.
USDA documents indicate that $1 billion was lost to mistakes or
overpayments in both 1990 and in 1981 . The figure for 199 1 was not
available.
The deparlment and anti-hunger activi sts say the increase in administrative costs is due 10 inflation, salary increases, and frequent changes
ordered by Congress.
The program costs more, said one activist, bec<iuse the number of
poor Americans has increased. And they say some mi stake s are
inevitable in a program that serves millions.
But an official of the National Taxpayers Union called the figu res
shocking.
'' What's astonishing ... is that for every dollar spent by a food stamp
recipient, 28 cents was spent on administrative costs or on recipients that
shouldn 't be getting the benefits, ·or who are getting too much," siiid
David Keating, executive vice president of the non-parti san group,
which advocates cuts in government spending.
Anti-hunger activi sts sll.y that since some of the overpayments can be
recovered, they should not be included i11 the total. Also, they say, some
food stamp recipients received less than they were entitled to and that
panially offsets the $1 billion in projected overpaymen1s.
But the Agriculture Depanment's own figures show that of $1.07 bi\ ~
lion in projected overpayments. mistakes, fraud and losses in the mail in
1990, the government recovered just $84 million, including $28 million
from program participants who committed fraud.
T~I ~ecipient fraud was estimated at nearly $36 million, while losses in thYmail represented $16 million.
Supponers of the program poinl to the fact that USDA has been
improving its fraud-claims col lections while reducing the overpayment
error rate from 9.9 percent in 1981to7.35 percent in 1990.
''The numbers suggest the food stamp program i~ being run better
today than 10 years ago," said Rod Leonard, executiVe director of theCommunity Nutrition Institute.
\
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Poetic response to Beneath the Armor I 83
HU student helps Spike Lee with MalcQ/m XI B4
~ports profile: Julius McNeil has the juice! /BS
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Monlfa Alnwole,
spokesperson

for Malcolm X

Grassroots
Movement and
rapper Heavy 0

listen attentively
at the panel
" Hip-Hop, Black
Youth and

Empowerment."

'

It was cold day in mid-February, and The Yard was
MAD crowded. Black people in all flavors were
collected in front of Blackburn groovin' to the
smooth sounds of the Tribe (read: 'Check the
Rhime') blaring from a nearby radio. A few brothers
were hopping around in a rap circle. Heavy D and
Afrika Bambaataa walked by. Everything was peace.
"Ahh," I thought, "it must be another...

Raptlvlst Sister Souljah expresses her views on one of the panels at the Second Annual Hip-Hop Conference.

• ••

I

Cultural Initiative, lnc. brings successful Second Annual Hip-Hop Confe1·ence back to H oward
By ASKHARI Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writllr
I was mad cold outside, so I zipped up my new neon
jacket and stepped towards the Armour J. Blackbum

center. I'm walking fast cuz I heard last year the Hip
Hop Conference was kinda crowded. and I, unlike most
people lknow, have lhis thing aOOut always being on
time.
I'm crazy excited because I just recently got addicted to hip
hop (read: I never useta listen to anything niade after 1982)
and also I heard that the Hip Hop Conference last year was
kinda dope.
I picked up my press packet. and was· p:eased 10 see that gogo and reggae were added to the conference agenda panel discussions. Then I got pissed off because I had already missed
the panel entitled ''Underground Music -An Artist's
Perspec1ive." Rare Essence. D.J. Red Alen and Lord Finesse
were scheduled lo appear on that panel. I read on, and discovered that I had missed the D.J. contest as well . I grimaced
because I knew I should have called in sick to work!
Anyway, I decided to rake advantase of the remaining
ev~nts,only I didn 't know which panel discussion to attend--.
"How to get a Record Deal" or ·'Getting Your Records Played."
I decided to go to ''How to get a Record Deal." and headed to
the auditorium, but it didn't stan on time, so I headed back to
the lobby: I mingled for while, and eventually they
announced that the panel would be staning, but that there
would be limited seating. By the time I walked back to the
audi1orium, they weren "t letting anyone else in.so I sighed, and
headed back to the lobby and sa1 for a while. Rappers Afrika
Bambaataa. Busta Rhyme, Jam Master Jay, Chill Will, Berry B
and Doug E. Fresh were walking around. So were Tim Dog,
and Posdnous.
I picked up the itinerary once again, and got hype cuz 1he

a

next panel was entitled, ''Hip-hop, Black youth and empower- Despite what they tell you, I am not rich, when I get rich I will
I get up to stretch and go to the balhroooi. ruz it was like eighr: p.rrt,
ment '' Hmmm,".I thought. "This could be dope!" I ran out to be the first one to tell you!''
·
, but was infooned by ore of tre security men, who was smru1er 3!ll
meet Edgar.the photographer, and headed back 10 Blackbum,
Earlier, in the discussion on "Law & The Entertainment yowigerthan me. Iha! I could in exit I iookfdat him and walhed if
cuz I was not going to miss this panel discussion. Once again Industry," lawyers advised aspiring artists to educate them- h: warned me to sray mere than I wanted to leave (read: can he really
· things were running late (a11d to think, I keep tl)•ing to tell selves about the music industry.
fight?). I dnlght aboot trying to OOJse tre OOoc (J rrean can't a Bl<d
e\·e0·one that CP rin1e is just anorl1er n1}·t/1 ... )
Doug E. Fresh (who is Jong-winded as hell !) said he is glad wcman go to ire OOlhrocm in this camny?~ OOwever, a very sensi~
One of the people working with The Cultural Initiative that the conference is taking place.
sisrer at the OOl!T doer let or (JJl.
infonned me that the artists were arriving late and were not act''Everybody wants to rap on a record," he said, "but nobody
ThrougOOut lhe conference. "'ml peq>le oomplmned Iha! lhe .,,..
ing pressed about time.<&nd so some of the artisls did not even wants to come out and say what's really going on ... rappers rity was wack. OOt there were oo reported injunes oc deaths, so we
show up. Later that night I saw Afrika Bambaataa at Fish, have not really come tqgether, we only come logether when should all give thanks and pra.ises, I mean it is sad that we have to beoo
· Wings and Tings, and he was kinda pissed off because he said tragedies happen or when it's time to do 'Self-Destruction' or guard with each other. I wish eveiy&xly wooldjust stop tu:kwhylin'
"if this was the New Music Seminar." which is sponsored by something like that, but we don't realize that self- destruction is and sniff. I neverewrran from the Ku Klu:c Klan, so l shouldn'rhtnie
white people in New York, "everybody would be there, and on going on all day Jong,"
to run from the Black man!
1in1e. ··
Melina Rieman, a sophomore majoring in history said that
I wanted to attend the panel discussion on "Hip-Hop and
The panel was supposed lo start at 5 p.m., but didn't aclually the panel made her realize that anists are using their heads.
Publicaticns," v.tiidi v.·as supposed to start at 1p.m., Saturday, tu dig, I
start till 6: 10 p.m .. so needless to say I was buggin 'out. I mean,
''I thought they were just rapping, but they are thinking and finally~ hip and didn't sOOw up wnil I:30 p.m.· and as I susiCU>:t,
how can we begin to talk about empowerment when we can't are involved in the community," Rieman said.
trey ....-ere just starting.
even tell time? I told ya I got this thing about be in · on time-All the artists talked about past, present and future projects.
As v.ith tre OOl!T parels. the parelists talked a~ al:o.it themselves.
right?
Sister ,Souljah talked about her camp for young children, and A conflict arose beca•ise Jamie Foster Brov.TI v.nxe in her mag;i1j 1a:;,
So anyway, the panel starts and a few of the eight panelists Doug E. Fresh talked about his goals of o~ning up~ elemen- Sister 2 Sisler, that~ Bush was harrlscrne. Several of~ )UC
were Sister Souljah; Heavy D of Heavy D an1 the Boyz; Ras tary and junior high school. Heavy D said he and friend, who were angry that she woukl. even rnerttiCll Ula! atxu. ire man wOO.. in ~
Bar.tka of Black NIA F.O.R.C.E.: and M.C. Brown Eyes of The just happens to be a fonner drug dealer, are starting an indepen- words of writer Kevin Powell," just mwdered tie ~s aOO is mll"All Star Talent Show in New York.
dent label.
~g us." After he nWe his starement tr walkOO oot and several peoOk.<\Y. even though they didn 't really discuss Black youth
Souljah mentioned she notices a lot of youth coming into the ple followed. Her defense of her actions was kinda giving me a
and empowerment, I was diggin' the panel cuz a lot of good business and trying to cross over.
headactr, so I left too.
points were brought up. One of the main purposes of the con- . "I'm not talking about crossing over to make money, I'm
Th! 200 Annual Hip-Hq:i Conference ~ weight. overall it was
ference, according to a public relations representalive from The talking about opinions, cuz when you stan changing your opin- crazy cool. Oneoftrepmposeswasto (XOVideatoolofem~
Cultural Initiative. was to ''educate young and aspiring artists." ions, you are betraying your communitr. and your experiences. ftt Black ynnh wi>J anml. a1'i I think !hey did thal. I ~ Iha! no<t
Industry ruk #380, ncord company peopk an shady!
Just because you make money doesn t mean you c'an forget year is even rener. and tre artists doo 't fa%: after all we are tie main
Heavy D staned out by informing the audience of some of where you came from," she added.
1
ores lisrening to tteir music-I think.
April Silver wrote in her greeting that a main goal of the
theshadiness involved ''in the business."
I swted to think Iha! this was just like all tre rest of tre calfeteiu:s.
''I've been in the business for like se\•en years. and like we get toged..-tllk a1'i tt.n lea"" MC Brown Eyese'J)reSSOI wt.I I conference is to provide a bridge between the music/entertainwhen my album goes platinum, the record company gets like was feeling. ''We rftd to offer sane sol.utioos, v.-e alwaysa:me tolteie ment industry and Black youth. so I hope the youth take i1 to
!7 to 20 million dollars and I only get like 5 percent of that. coofereoces and then leave and forget what we just talked about.''
the bridge, bu! yo- don't cross orer!

'

'

Exhibit makes national/international debut at Corcoran Museum
By Karen Good
Hilltop Staff Writer
•

pose he l''as n't trying to be so darn nostalgic.
eemingly a reminiscer in his own right, David Levy,
at the press opening for the exhibit, "Songs Of My
People'· (SOMPJ, thought back to "60s photography
exhibit ''Family of Man" It "put mankind in the
1nap," Levy said and likened SOMP as the "Family
of Man" for the '90s for the African American community,
''The same artistry," he continued, " ... committment to human
value ... " N.J. Nicholas sang a similar tune: "By showing
black life through the eyes of fifty black photojournalists," he
said, "[SOMP] sets out not just to capture a special part of
American life and culture but also to help us all appreciate the
depth and breadth of what it means to be an AfricanAmerican-the power, the glory, the pain ... "
Sounds nice. but strangely like a revised national anthem.
Lei's not equivocate: Sans exaggeration, the well-intentioned
opening speeches by Levy (president and director of the
Corcoran Gallery of Art) and Nicholas, Jr. (president and CEO
of Time Warner) really weren't needed: the ··anistry'' for
SOMP spoke for itself.
I don't know. Maybe I just didn't like the comparision.
But I did like the exhibit, as well as the book with the same
name (although I'm not sure which came first-the book or the
exhibition?). Thematically taken (literally and figuratively) by
a collec1ion of essays by Paul Robeson called ··songs of My
People", the 150 'photo exhibit, accompanied by the 214 photo
book, began the first leg of·it's three year national/international tour at the Corcoran Museum February 12 until May 3.
I'm sure most the audience-especially editors Enc Easter
(an '83 Howard grad), ,D. Michael Cheers, and Dudley
Brooks-were excited about this. And deservedly so. Case in
point: As of thC February 12 publication date, over 50,000
copies of the book had been distributed (Little, Brown, &
Company; 24.95 paper/39.95 hard), not to mention there are
plans in the making for an HBO special to be co-produced by
Quincy Jones Entenainment.
All of this scheduled BEFORE the offical opening.

'

like the upper-"Cosby''. class
black fa,mily washing the
Mercedes. Vincent Reynolds
wiping away a tear as his wife,
Donna, gives binh for the first
time. Or the photo of Beatrice
Fergerson, 97 ,- hula hoopping!
I see the photos and fee l
good.
''It's a family album,"
Brooks piped in, snatching me
out of my rather plesant, newfou nd photoland. "When you
look inside, a lot of the real stories are the people that you see
everyday bµt that you don't
notice. Tha'.t's the family and
those are the people that supply
the base. They supply the base
for the culture, they supply the Third grader Carolyn Michel appears on the cover of SOMP
base for society... That's not
'
what we're seeing in mass scale
D. Stevens who did the still photography for "Boyz in
and that's where the story is ... "
the Hood" and brought the not-so-good-th ings to life
Just
when
I'm
real
ly
interest
with his gripping photos of Linda, 1he aforementioned
SOMP Editors D. Michael Cheers, Eric Easter, and Dudley Moore
ed, it's question and answer time and drug addict .
Having tuned out another exec palavering about his hopes someone asks how much the project cost. Suddenly,
Every photo has a brief bography. And each section has a
for commercial and financial success, I opened SOMP to see Cheers doesn't look so excited anymore .
cenain theme. Essays by Syl\·es1er Monroe (TI ME maga·
"I'm sti ll broke." Cheers says flatly.
zine correspondent), Nelson George (music cri tic),
the photos that would provide the interest for such _Predicted
It's
not
hardiO
imagine.
215
pictu
res?
Over
50
phoprosperity. Photo subtopic: SURVIVAL, with a quite approPaula Giddings (author). and Joyce Ladner. Ph.D (Vice
priate photo of David and Joyce Knight, a middle-aged black tographers? FLOWN across the Uni ted States?
President of Academi c Affairs at Howard U.), includi ng
''We had some 5000 rolls Of film donated to the pro- an in1roduction by world-reknown photographer. And
couple, and their grandson, Jamal panhandling two blocks from
the White House. And I should also mention they were home- ject from Kodak ," Cheers explained, ''and when the something else: SOM P will not be an only child. There
less. despite David having two years of college training in com- film started to come back in, I think we had about $30 in are plans in the n1aking for future books covering contiputer sc1ence. I tum a few more pages. Linda Sattin, a multi- our bank accoun t. All of the film was processed by nent of Africa (book 2) and the Carribbean and Sou th
ple-drug addict, is giving binh to Allen, a six-week. prematUre, Time-Li fe Labs. They made three sets of contact sheets America (book 3). All these plans--and this is just the
for each rol l of fi lm . They made some 3,000 book pri nts beginning.
three pound baby boy.
Sheez. Talk about your damn good ideas.
Kinda sad, when you consider these pictures attract book we used to make the final selection, and all the prints
for
the
exhibition."
buyers, which sells the book, and money is made that David
Eventually the exhibit is over and nineieen of the fiftysomeand Joyce may never see. But don't read me wrong. SOMP
thing
photographers gather to take a group photo, including
definitely ain't a depressing book. Most of it is quite plesant,
. '
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Is curriculum cultural genocide ?
I was lazy. -1 knew that if I wanted to read some of those books on

African History, I would have to commit myself to intense research so that
I could familiarize myself with wha1 would have been to me, at that time,
foreign terminology.
I knew the names of mos! of these books; I,just never attempted to read
them. I knew the names of some of the authors of these texts, and I could

even describe some of the book covers in brilliant detail; I just never got

CULTURAL GENOCIDE
In The Black & African Studies
CURRl .CULUM

•

'

'

BOOK: Cultural Genocide /11 The Black
and Afril·an St11dies Curric11/u"1
AUTHOR: Yosef ben-)ochannan
PUBLISHER: ECA Associates Press
PRICE: $t4.95
By John L. Jackson, Jr.

Hilltop Staff Writer
It wasn 't until I spent a summer at American University - this past
summer, in fact - I began to gain some interest in the study of Ancient
Hi story. Before then. I had spent most .of my ,time reading, exclusively,
novels and essays on contemporary issues, straying away from books on
ancient cultures and civilizations.
In retrospect, I think that I stayed away from those types of texts because
I was not familiar with the infonnation in them; therefore, I did not want
to ''waste time'' struggling with tenns or names I knew nothing about.

•''.·-·~

past a quick glance at the first page and a perusal of the pictures inside.
Pyramid bookstore stocked their shelves with a lot of these books, and I
also saw many of the books being sold on street comers, stop fold-out
tables, by sidewalk vendors. I really wanted to sit down and read some of
these books, but my routine was always the same.
I would look at the book's cover on the desk or counter of some bookstore, be captivated by an interesti ng picture or arawing on that cover,
pick up the text for a cursory glance, search for the price of the book, ask
the store's manager for the. store's weekly business hours, and make a pact
with myself that when I had enough money I would come back and buy
the book.
Needless to say, I would somehow never get around to purchasing the
aforementioned books, I would simply revisit 1he same stores and add
more and more books to my ''buy when I have enough money'' list.
As I stated earlier, however, that mentality changed after I spent a summer at American University in a program designed to prepare minority
students for graduate school. Now don 't misunderstand or over-emphasize
the importance of American University being the institution where my list
of ''books to buy'' became a list of ''books bought AND read.''
What happened to me at American University could have happened anywhere under the same circumstances: A group of graduate school-bound
black men and women from across the east coast, many of whom would
be considered ''stand-outs'' with respect to their academic achieve1nents,
were forced, for an entire summer. to eat, sleep, work. study and spend a
great deal of time along the same donnitory hall - debating topics from
religion, to politics, to history, to any other issue someone was willing to
bring to the attention of the group.
·
For an e11tire sun1mer I was subn1erged in an environment like none I'd
ever been in before. Brothers who possessed, I considered an ''incredible''
amount of knowledge, would spew out fact after fact, quotation after
issues that ranged from the Olmec heads in Ce ntral America, to the
appointment of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Coun.
As hot and heated as the arguments became. however. it was always evident and understood that the discussions were laced with a brotherly Jove
that made it impossible for the debates to become malicious and selfdestructive. It was an atmosphere co11ductive to growth and learning.
Being that I only possessed a list of· ··Books I Want to Read One Day''
and not a list of ''Books I' ve Al ready Read." it was hard for me to follow
the arguments and discussions whenever they focused on Ancienl History.
Moreover, the discussions almos1 ALWAYS wound up focusi ng on just
that, Ancient History, so I was ignorant about what was be ing discussed

...... ,. ..... ....... :.
,

·~

amongst the roup members most of the time.
That is why I began reading some of the books on my ''Books I Want to
Read One Day'' list. I was tired of being the on ly person in our little discussions who had very little knowledge on the topics that were debated
the most often. so midway through the summer, I purchased AND read
Ivan Van Senima.J.. They Came Before Columbus - in hopes of increasing my ability to fo llow the arguments being made (and to fonnulate some
arguments of my own). I have been trying to continue reading books
along this same vein ever since.
Dr. Yosef ben-Jochannan 's Cultural Genocide In The Black and African
Studies Curriculum fall s right into that genre of literature. Referring to his
historical fac ts that are unknown by mos! people (and probably unbelievable to some), Dr. Ben as he is someti mes referred to, constructs a powerful argument delineating what he believes to be cu ltural genocide against
blacks, by whites, through the misinterpretation of facts used to educate
blacks about the history of Africa and African people.
Examining the ''scholastic efforts'' of several noted white sc ientists and
Africanists of the past, Dr. Ben successfully attempts tO expose !heir racist
theories and biases. The power of his attempt is fueled by his ability to
show that the very tenns common ly used by these scholars are blaring
examples of racism.
He cites, for instance, one of the United Federation of Teacher's lesson plans for their usage of the tenn ''Black Moses'' when referring to
Harriet Tubman. His point, in reference to that tenn is that to say that
Harrier Tubman was a ''Black Moses'' implies that Moses was not a
''Black person to begin with, since if he was, then there would be no
need for the adjectival use of ''black in front of his name. D.r Ben asks,
sarcasticall y, how Moses could have been born in Egypt, amongst
black People, and not be black himself.
Dr. Ben spends a great deal of the book expos ing and denouncing
similar rraces of what he cal ls attempts at cultural genocide. Moreover,
one of hi s book's main argun1ents is that blacks should not allow white
people to contin ue to teach and underwrite the teaching of African hi story because white people have had a hi story of mis-i nterp reting
African history to the ir own advantage. The book is replete with examples of these kinds of mi sinterpretations on the pan of white and black
''scholars'' who have been mis-educated as Caner G. Woodson put it,
on the rich history of black people.
Cultural Genocide in the Black and African Studies Curriculum is a
fact filled journey that can uncover a great deal of infonnation about
black people that is generally unknown to most black people. It is certainly controversial and sure to spark some debates a111ong readers. I
just hope that those debares will be laced wi1h some of 1he same kind of
brotherly/sisterly love that permeated from the black men and women
with whom I was lucky enough to spend this past summer- a brotherly/sisterly Jove that foste red in me the need to go out and actually read
some of those texts that I had prev iously only read the titles of.

•
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Ronkin' s New
LSAT Premium Program:
The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT
'

GEORGIA CAFE
INTRODUCES

JUST FOR STUDENT
Every Monday and Tuesday
from 4PM - 6PM

THE BUFFET IS

HALF PRICE
(Must have college student I.D.)
•

All You Can
Eat
'
J'.2.§o $4.48 (plu s

tax)

•

Sample Menu:

•

Baked Chicken
Rice and Gravy
Macaroni and Cheese
Slring Beans
Spaghelli
Fresh Ho111e-made Desserts

If you'reone of the nation's 95,000 applicants determined to get into an accredited law school, you know the competition
is tough. Since there are
only 44,000 openings, a
high score on the LSAT is
crucial.
That's why Ronkin created the LSAT Premium
Program which offers a
choice of three varied
levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation
Course

• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course,
Rankin's LSAT Gold Package includes
our two-day LSAT Intensive-Study Clinics offered
immedlately prior to LSAT
examination dates. These
clinicsconcentrateonLogical Reasoning and Logic
· Games. The Gold Package
'
also includes our Law
School Success Program
which covers law school
exam preparation, legal
writing, legal research, and
career planning.

Using the most recently updated curriculum, our 40• LSAT Platinum
hour course stresses critical
Package
thinking, argument analysis and logical reasoning. Besides class- This plan provides everything you 'II need
room time, our comprehensive LSAT to get into law school and to be a success.
course provides live tutorials, three diag- Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Prenostic exams, three practice exams, a com- paration Course, LSAT Intensive-Study
puter-based tutorial program, homework Clinics, Law School Success Program,
materials that include releasedLSATs, and plus our Law School Selection and Applia toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day . cation Assistance Programs.
So if you're looking forthe best in LSAT
clinics, which are included in Rankin's
LSAT Gold and Platinum Packages, are and law school preparation programs, call
The Rankin Educational Group.
also available for an additional fee.

Georgetown
625-1100

We'll Make Sure You Make It!
LSAT•GMAT-ORE•MCAT

2225 Georgia Ave., NW. Washington.DC 20001 202-265-2376(77)
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xcurs1ons
EXCURSION ex-cur-don/lk-aker..zhen/n. •· expedition

:&.

pleasure trip

~.

•
•

out ward movement or cycle ol movement.
apauae
(4 Wanda Coleman, cuz I
understand)

\

black men ainl sh••!

My Brother
In a world that is so filled with hate. and animosity
Do not push me away

I am not the enemy
I must also wear the mask
I understand your pain t
Can't you see that I too, am oppressed
They tell n1e that I cannot succeed
They 1ell me that I'll have five children by the time I' m 21
They say tha1 1hey will all have different fathers
They tel l me that I'll never be shit in this world, Just like
tl1ey

told you

•

";

;...

l...

•
•

Ye1, you think I'm against you
You think I don 't need understand
I know the pain , I see it in my father's eyes
I find it in my own heart
I on ly want to help you You won't let me help you ,
My Brother
You think it is a weak thing to confide in me, to lean on me
But what you don ' t realize is that I have been uplifting you
1l1roughout
tl1e ages
I will always be here 10 hold you up, My Brother, for you
are my
King.
•

Tattered Soul
by Eric Blakely

z

i

·1
~

~

byukhari

A listener,
A confidant;
A comforter;
A friend;

All of these have I been in good'faith;
Cherishing alongside a sense of
Value, esteem and self worth.
Yet for all my labors of love,
Betrayal reveals from under the guise.
Once more, I .am reverted
Unto
A lonely
Man.

thats what i heard you say
those words trampled
•
my poor heart
like an alabama lynchmob
they sat on m"t,~"
rottening like s
· g meat
festering like a ~rd des- bum
e ati ng my insid esaway

Reflection• Vol. l
Inner City ObeervatJone
by Tung!
Have you ever felt the pain
of a Young Blackman's Heart
Has technology come up with a way
to measure thls :
other than in homicide rates
and jail to college ratios
or Black woman cries
Do you see how he acts
as the pressure covers his chest
like a man hole cover.
As white men stand on It laughing at him.
His violent uncontrolled thrust of energy
are his expressionary outlets to an uncaring
world.
Where black skinned men are hunted
and his balls are trophies or rewards
for a successful kill.

baby whats wrong
why you say that to me?

1

: cuz bhJclcwolMn ltove a MU.""
time with they blachN11
them no account lfMn
sil on they black.a••
whil< i do all tM worl
whil< ifeel all the PAIN

Robert
I waited for you ...
If I try real hard I can
almost forget
how very much it hurt
when you left and then
tried
to pretend you
didn't

remember when. •.

Have you ever felt the pain
of a Young Blackman 's Heart
Has technolo~y come uP with a way
to measure this:
other than
Dead Black Athletes (Hank Gathers)
Or fatherless Black Children
Do you see how he lives
Where his world is a six sided glass box
As he peaks at the rest of the world
unable to move.
Then frustration sets in
and his cozy glass hide away
is now replaced with cold steel bars.
And his heart pounds
like a P.E. Beat.
Bass!
As the pain echoes slowly
off the caverns of his chest
dlssipitating all his power
turning him into a statistic
nothing more than a Black digit on a white
page.
Or a hexadecimal code on Big white brother's
computer.
Where plastic bracelets monitor his movements
in his artificial world.
Do you see how he feels
As he tucks himself away under caps
trusting no one
not even the capabilities of his own
actions
nor the consequences of them .
How "will technology measure the pains in a
Young Blackman 's Heart
other than in his extinction?

.

Jimmy
Yeah, I am different now ...
but
tall trees sti11 remind me of
your lips
on my neck
and every time I hang up
on someone,
I forgive you for telling me
not
to love you

'

i remember when
massa 's whip srung
yo back:
i felt it too

Will

Once while in Afrika , I
dreamed we got married.

i remember when
he stole your virginity:
& i could.at fight for you
i remember when
you worked in whitewomens homes:
till yo feets wuz blackandblue

I woke up SCREAMING ...

•

i remember when
you wore old clo1hes:
so our kids could have something
new.

whenever you wuz hurt
i felt yo pain:
i wuz always right next to you
to be yo umbrella in the ram ..
DoNt YoU rEmEmBeR mE?

Wanted: ARTWORK, photos,
essays, & poetry. Submit
work to Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Wash., D.C. 20059,
Attention: Askhari, Excursions
editor. All written work must be
typed, and do not submit
originals!
"I

and
when someone realizes
they have hurt you
aren't they supposed to
stop?

Will (again?)
Can't trust you
cuz the minute I decide to
you will look at some other
woman
like you love her more than
me
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or lie to me
talkin' ' bout
it's bcuz you care

'!HE ONE
Everytime I wake up, I
want you there
I still smile when I think of
you ...
People ask why,
I say it's raining memories.
I mean how many times
in your hole entire life
does a man stand in the
rain and
smile
at you?
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The new Apple• Macintosh• PowerBook™ computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're ·small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to thfee hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage .
The Apple SuperDrive™ disk drive reads from and
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

•

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
allowing you to exchange information easily with
· almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest·performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
With built-in AppleTalk" Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
software innovation-System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes them cornfonable to usefiles from your projec~partner's Macintosh wi1hout
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
no matter where you do your best work.
without leaving your room.
·
• , See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
There are three models from which to choose:
the Apple Computer Loan.
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher
take you.

11 ·~till'

'

lll'\l

tl1i11g
'

For more information visit Hazel Daniel on Tuesdays and
Thursdays 1Pam-12:30pm at the University Books~ore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 806-6658 or
Fran Poling at Computerl.and 301/592-9555
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HU student helps 'Malcolm X' come to life
Riggs soon realized

By Shamarra Turner
Hilltop Staff Writer

that what had begun as

Riggs, who
designed
costumes
during high
sc hool and
who has also
been a stylist
for several
fashion
shows as
well as being
involved in
some print
wOrk, said
that she had
always considered cOstume design
to be a
hobby and

something to do ''just

•

•

magine
this:
you're on the set
of Malco lr11 X,
Spike Lee 's new
joint. As costume
design intern, your
job is to fit the female extras
in their vintage ensembles.
Amidst the hustle and bustle
of production, you spot Mr.
Lee giving commands, and
even catch glimpses of
Denzel Washington waiting
in the wings. Just the dream
of an undergraduate Design
major, you say?
Guess again, for dreams
like this really can come
rrue. Just ask Kristi Riggs, a
junior majoring in Political
Science and the star of this
dream.
A trip to New York to
Photo by Michael Harris visit a friend and a stroke of
.-n-a_m_e_:--,,.K""r""'i-s"'"ti"""R"i_g_g_s_ _ _, good luck helped to land Riggs in the internship of a lifetime.
age: 20
··1 was in New York one weekend to visit a
friend who had been i11vited to test for the
occupation s:
student, in ternship for Ma/<·0/111 x:· Riggs remientrepreneur, "aspiring nisced. ··She had sent in her res..ume' over and
over. and had also just cotnpleted the NYU
costume desi.gner for lil111 progran1. She was chosen for one of 40
spots arnong 250 applicants.··
large scale film and
Being bored may have been one of the best
tl1ings t!1a1 happened to Riggs the following
theater
111om1ng.
modus vivendi: "Of couse ' :·She got up the next da)' to go and because
I didn't feel like staying in the apanment all
I hope to be successful
day I told her I wanted to co111e," Riggs said.
Upon her arrival. Riggs was turned away
in any field I choose to
and told she could not enter without an invita1io11. Howe\'er. that was not enough to break
go into; however, if I'm
lier suide.
··1 snuck in anyv. ay.' Riggs sa id \vi1h a
able to fulfill my dream
smile. '' I took 1he test and came back to
of being a costume
Howard:·
Regi s1ered, enrolled..and equipped with a
designer, I hope to be
·semesier's supfll1; of books. Riggs received an
Linexpe~~ed phorte call that Friday.
the most influential and
"They 11ad invited n1e to corne to Ne\v York
innovative costume
and \vork as an in1ern in costume design."
Riggs said.
designer there is and
ln iti ally thrilled about the simple fact that
she had merely tested for a Spike Lee film,
has ever been."
1

0

for fun'' soon turned

out to be a dream
come true.
'' I didn't think I
would really get it
because I had no film

experience and I didn't
even have a resume',"
Riggs said.
Need less tu say,

Riggs and her mother
rushed to lhe Dean 's
office to receive a
refund on tuition fees.
"It was never a
question of whether or
not I was going to go.

There was no way I
was going 10 turn
down one of the most

n e v e r

thought of
making a
career out of
it.

ideal internships in the
country," Riggs continued.

Although
the
,.""!~~~--------------""ll•lltiloiibyittlMlcn.I Hln11f
internship was non-paid and located in New''Simply out of ignorance I
York, Riggs rushed home, packed her bags, 11
f
[Spike
Lee]
doesn't
feel
as
never really considered it
and found herself in New York the very next
seriously as a profession,"
niommg.
though you're putting forth Riggs
said.
··1 had to arrange my own housing, my
''My artistic talent ,
transportation, the whole nine," she said.
effOrt, then he' S going to be although noticed, was just
''I ended up stay ing with my sister's
put off as a hobby: ' Oh
boyfriend's family. Halfway throughout the a OVer you, an Into YOU, an On Krissy, that's beautiful ,•
internship it became my sister's EXpeople would say. 'That
boyfriend's family," smiled Riggs.
you ....
'Fair' is how Riggs describes Spike Lee.
will be a great hobby for
She says that as long as employers 'do what
,
you, while you 're being a
they are supposed to do', lhings run smoolhKri "ti Riggs
lawyer or something,''' said
ly. However, when crew members 'slack"'
Rigg s, who now has no
up' on their jobs, problems arise.
oubt that costume design
''If he doesn't feel as though you're putting also put in charge of women 's fittings when will eventually be her career.
forth effort, then he's going to be all over you, designers were absent.
.. Riggs undoubtedly feels that her contacts
and into you and on you," said Riggs.
Riggs' duties included fitting the female · are the most valuable thing, she has gained
Riggs' internship duties, which were cen- extras in vintage clothing from the '40s, '50s, fromth~intemship. Upon completion of her
tered in the wardrobe department, including and '60s. Anned with old issues of Jet, Ebony, underg$iuate studies, she plans on either
organizing and sizing the clothing as well as and tons of old films, Riggs (who is a self-pro- going to Los Angles or New York to continfitting the extras.
claimed movie buff ) set out 10 create an accu- ue her work in the business.
"During the pre-production stage, clothing rate depiction of the images of those times.
As far as advice for thosq interesti;,d in
had to be categorized and bou~ and fitting
The jewelry and accessory bus'ine'ss ot :" breaking ~!0 1 ~e businesS, ~ggs feiJ~ that
rooms had 10 be set up," Riggs said.
Riggs' mother definitely provided an arena for any expenence is good expenence.
"Wheth er or no t you were promoted to the development of Riggs· talent.
''If you get a J. ob serving coffee on the set
·
h'
h
·
d
'b'l't
''Ever
since
I
was
13,
I've
been
working
duttes w 1c requrre more respons1 11 y was
then do it,'' Riggs advised. ''You must be
·
side
by
side
with
her.
I
would
go
with
her
to
base d on your performance of th ose bas1c
.
persistent. You cannot be shy in this busik
''
'd
R.
h
all
h
New
York
to
selec1
the
inventory.
By
the
time
tas s, sa1· iggs w ot"was
y cd osen I was t5 . I was assistant
.
buyer," R'1ggs sa1·a.
ness. Don't be afraid to 'toot your own
•LOTeventu
to be "des1gner-on-se
women an was
horn' andshowoffyourtalents.''
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It can't do laundry or fmd you a date,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
•

•

The Apple• Macintosh" Classic• II
computer makes it easier for you to
juggle classes, activities, projects,
and term papers-and still fmd time
for what makes college life real life.
It's a complete and affordable

DUATES

Macintosh Classic system that's
'

ready Io help you get your work
finished fast! It's a snap Io set-up

and use.

Apple Macintosh Classic ti

Contact us for more information
on the entire line of Apple Macmtoshcomputers and for details on the
Apple Computer Loan,

T System 7 capable
T Sound capabilites
T Combines pertormance & alfordabilly

For more Information see
Myrtle Crabbe
Hazel Daniel
Monday· Friday

Tuesdays & Thursdays10.tJO AM· 12:30 PM
Howard University Bookslr!re • 2401 • 4111 Street, NW • 202-806-6658

Start out where millions are
ending up.
After weighing all th e c hoices in a competitive telecommunications
marketplace. mi llion s have chosen MCI over any other carrier. And if
you 're a graduate 11eighing your ca reer options in terms of potentia l
growth and te1vard . you ' ll find lots of good reasons to choose us , too .
Our rapid expansion in both the domestic and glo b al marketplace
means you'll get the kind of hands-on responsiblllty It takes years to
accluire at compa11 ies of similar size. It's our entrepreneurial nature to
be the best in our indus try, and we actively seek ca nd idates who share
our vision .
Find out how you ca n be part of our success. Contact your Placement
Office for the dates when our representatives wi ll be visiting your
campus . An equal opportunity employer, m/f/h/v.

Mld·Atlantlc

Education Sales: 301-599-9555
®

W. Authorized Education Sales Consultant
A,p.1r.•A,p11111,..-M...... _,....,.,.
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Johanna Wilson

The triple axel:
do it and lose it

By Andrea Wiiiiams

Hilltop Staff Writer

Last Friday, Kristi Yamaguchi
proved that the cliche ''bigger does
not mean necessarily bener:· may be

overused but nevenheless true when
she won 1t1c 1992 Olympic gold

metal in the women's figure skating
con1pctition.
Prior

to

the

showdown

in

Albertville, France, folks who were
well versed in the world of figure

skating gave Yamaguchi hell because
she ne\'er <1tte1npted to perfonn the
triple axel.

The triple axel is the granddaddy of
figlire skati11g. If you can do a triple
axe[. you are classified as a hellificd

,•

skater. "'(he triple axe I is a a jump that
is composed of three and a half revolutions. Now, you

think that
1his is a simple 1ask for a professional
skater. However. this jump requires
not only great speed and precisio11,
but the skater does this in less than
two seconds. And even though it's a
delight to see. many women skaters
shy av.·ay from it because of its difficulty, while the men skaters have
included the triple axe! as a part of
their arsenal of jumps.
Yet, in spite of Yamaguchi's critics,
knowledge of the gymnastic fervor
needed {O perform this jump, they
attacked her by comparing her to
Japan"s darling. Midori Ito. Ito, who
is 4 feet 7 inches and 98 pounds. was
11ot only good. but girlfriend was the
firsl professional ice skater to successfully land a triple axel in 1988.
Moreo\•er. Ito' s pov,,erful jun1ps were
almost a sure bet to \\•in the gold,
when compared \\'ith Yamaguchi's
anistry and grace.
The critics \\'hose opiilions I read in
111ay

Bowlers anticipate trip to the windy city
The Howard University Intramural
Bowling League got under way on
Monday evening and there are high
hopes for much success this season.
There are 35 participants in the league
that make up seven teams. A large portion of the Intramural league is made up
of the Howard UnivCrsfty Bowling
Team . Any one can panicipate in the
intran1ural's program, bu t there are
requirements for the Bowling team. For
wonien, the average is usually no1hing
lower than a !55 and for 111en nothing
lower than a 170.
Corey f\1organ. President of the
Howard University lntratnural Bowling
League, and also a member of the bowling team, feels lflat the program is doing
very well.
''The team has done extremely well.
the team has been in existence since

1976. and this year is the first time ever
that both tl1e men and wo1nen have qualified for the Association of College
Unions
International
(ACU I)
Tournament,'' Morgan said.
The program has done very well,
altl1ough it has endured some budget
cuts. The men are currently in third place
in the conference. Just two weeks ago
the women bowled in the ACU I
Regionals at College Park and placed
second. Although both the men 's and
won1en's teams have qualified for the
ACUI N::itional Tournament. in Chicago.
Ill .. howe\•er. budgel res1ric1ions have
made it hard for the team to finance the
trip.
So far the budget w~n't allow for the
1rip to the tournament Apr. 10 and l l.
However, the team p ns to finance the
trip through fundraisers. Some members
wl10 bowl in other leagues outside of the
University will try to petition for help
from some outside sponsors ..

•
•

Robena McCleod, the Director of the
Annour J. Blackbum University Center,
will fund pan of the trip to Chicago for
the team. The women will participate in
the National Bowling Conference (N BC)
Sectional Roll-offs on Mar. 20-21.
The team does have a budget, but the
reduction has caused the tea1n to cut corners. The team usually takes seven
men1bers from both the women's and
men's team. but now the number is
reduced to six. The team schedule consists of three conference stops and three
touma1nents . . All of these trips can be
finaiiced through the budget.
Spirit-wise the team has not suffered.
There is a positive outlook for the cl~h.
Coach Jesse Barron, in his third year as
coach of the team feels that the budget
cuts :ire a hindrance. "So far it"s been
one less trip, and less money to suppon
the trip," Barron said.

Julius McNeil: basketball player is
known fo; his pizzazz on the court

•

Corey Morgan warms up during a recent practice.

Real Estate
Analyst
Program

coun we run a play designed 10 get me the ball," McNeil sa\d.
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Besides, I'd rather score one point and win than score 26
points and Jose."
'•
With the turnaround success of the Men's Basketball program
McNeil fits in nicely with Coach Beard's system that emphain just two brief seasons under Coach Alfred ''Butch" Beard. sizes a balanced offensive attack. His unselfishness is a big
there has been one player credited with being the anchor, the pan of the teams· success this season, and is in stark contrast to
mainstay and to some people maybe even the franchise for last year's tea1n of individuals.
Howard Basketball - Julius '" Juice'" McNeil.
But even inore amazing is McNeil's pa1h to Howard
The 6 foot 6 inch senior forward from Rocky Mount. N.C.. University. McNeil transfered from Campbell University in
has been the only Bison to stan every game this season. and Nonh Carolina where he scored 564 poir1ts in two seasons.
CHOOSE YOUR TRACK
has put up the numpers to earn the re~pect
But even after all of his success, ii was
TOAN MBA!
that he has around the Middle Eastern
lime for a change.
Athletic Confere·nce (MEAC).
''I didn't really like t!1e school all that
Wa•,'1 soMe rock· sr~1rl con1Merc1al re<t cstrire e~ r ie r1 er1cc?
In 26 games this season McNeil has
much. but I liked Coach Curtis. who
Tl"e•1 co11s1c1e• oi'e 01 'wtJ r1r0at OJ)porl..in1t1es 1v1\I' ! HE
racked up 320 points ( 12.3ppg.) and 145
was then an assistant at Ca111pbell. so he
PRUOE'\ITIAL :he rial en" ,1rges:• c<.1I cst<itc d1,·es:()r
rebounds (5.5rpg.) includir1g a season-high
persui1ded me to go to Campbell."'
We re look.1nfJ tor c11er[Jc; c arnlJ : OL1S BP. s anrl BSs for ihc
25 points against Coppin State this season.
McNeil said. "But as soon as I signed,
toilow111g Heal Es1n1e A'1alys: oos11,01·s
Last year hi s season-high was 27 points
he left and came to Howard."'
• Vah.. a; 0'15 A"·11SI l"l(l',/J{j[.;JIS SCC•. ,, t ..... ,'.'HS 1,· :. r•
\\•hen he \\'en! to work against Georgia'- ..
Before long. McNeil wanted to come
experience 8etor(~ DJ'lJ) '{•I lfj to !O~) IJllSll IQS<; SG"OOI':. •!I
Tech.
- to Howard . And at the time. A.8.
1994 a"C.
Last season. on his way to earning All"'A Williamson \\"as the Head Coach, so any
• Operat1onc; An;i ys1 rrd•v d;1a1s 1);11 .. n1'1r1 <1 f 11 t1·11e CCl'0C'
MEAC honors. McNeil averaged 11.3
-transfer by McNeil would have to be
:1fiile pt1'~>l.uif; ·"e11 ti.181\ O" ;in even "r; 11.ir· · ll'(' 11;1.;;,
points per game and 3.4 rebounds per game
Jpproved b)' \Villianlso11. \Veil.
as a reserve. So cor11ing into this season
\Villiamso11 liked his ga111e and decided
-;~Qt.. al fy yOL 1eecl .~ B + o• :Jcltcr ,''(lercir;.id,,a:e GfJA a11cl
there was no doubt about who was expected
1hat the transfer 1,1,·ould benefi t the
a slror1g r11a1t1e11atca1ci1J11n1r1e An 111te11s1vc tra1111g
to be the Bison's leader on and off the court.
~ B ison. McNeil never got to play for
program w I help 1Jre1i'1re you 'o· rea1estci.te1110001nc1 anci
'1naric·al e1ah.;i: ori ass g"r')e··1s
"'His leadership is not something that's
_ . . . . \Villiamson.
vocal, he leads hy example. And another
..
Being a part of something big has
B ot~· progra111s prov de ot.!S1a110111r1 r,·1 ·•1e ;OtJ tra111·1q
•
thing. he's the type of player that comes
_ McNeil all smiles these da)'S because
lf~ :)er ence ?."a c~f)OS\1re lo ·ertl es:a1e irarketc; il'''J tCJl
through in cluich situations - on a regular
~ the team is going into the f\1EAC
.nves1Men· :JrotcsSJ011als ~ •1e Pr .... cler1:1al ol'e•s i!'!r rte! ve
,• basis," said senior guard Howard Holley.
~
Tournan1ent in Norfolk. Va. He knows
star: ng salar,es w1t11 C0'"'1flrc!1ens ve rie11e'1ts
On the court. McNeil has had very little
-..
ihat i'lov.•ard has as good as chance as
To apply send your resur"'le n11d o co11y ot VOJr co lege
trouble
li\'ing
up
10
the
nickname
"'Juice."
~
anybody
to
win
the
tournament
this
)'ear
papers fron1 across the U.S. totally
1•ar1sc·1or by M a·c~- 6 1992 :o
given
by
former
Howard
Assistant
Coach
at1d
eairi
a1J
,ill:ll0111a1ic
N,<;:AA.bid.
I
ignored Jhe fact 1t1at ev~n thou~9
l
.THE
PRUDENTIAL
REALT
Y
GROUP
•
Ron ~vni,s Y-'~>n be first sav.• him play in high scl100L
.. ,, 1 :·Whe.,w, ,y,c.;ir~~ov.·: it took a \01 of scii<rifices. A lot of run·
, Yamaguchi lac,ked I.he a~jjicy.or gµ\SJ 1
, , Corporate Ol;lice
r•
- ,... •
1
al! started when Curtis said "He's got the juice" when asked ning. :i lot of J:lelting up.at 5 a.m. , it take.s a lot of hard work IO
•t
t8 perform the triple axel, She sii11 ' toItdescribe
751 Bro ad Street. 4th Floor
McNeil 's game. McNeil has a St)•le all of his own. do what \\'e do." McNeil said. ··1 just wish those fans that
N ew a rlr. , NJ 071 02-3777
could land all the other junips, like
The ultra slim ·forv.•ard has been able to pla)' strong and booed us earlier could see that."'
ATTN : VALUATIONS AN ALYST or
the loop. toe loop and flip among
OPERATI ONS ANA LYST (PLE ASE SPECIFY)
rebound well down in the paint. Play tough, post defense and
Perhaps McNeil's biggest attribute is his work ethic. It
otl1ers. No. the consensus among
Attn : Michelle June
still manage to get out on tl1e fast break. In additio11, the exrr:i doesn't hurt 10 h:ive coaches tl1a1 force hin1 to work hard. The
Yamaguchi's cri1ics seemingly was,
rebounding responsibility has not slowed his scoring one bit.
Bison practice every nioming bright and early.
'"Kristi. you got to land the triple
Known primarily as a shooter. McNeil has constantly had to
··1 truly believe that hard work pays off: if )'OU work hard
axel, or Mido.ri's g'.oing to take the
answer the questions like ""Why are11't }'OU scoring more?" or you'll be rewarded." McNeil said. ··1 have a great advantage.
The Prudent ial
gold.'"
'"Ho\\' come you only average 12 points?" But for people thal Coach Beard and Jerry Ea\•es IAssistant Coach] have both
Realty Group
That 's why in the weeks before the
know Coach Beard's system. those types of questions aren"t been in the pros. so they are able to help with n1y shooting
competition. :111 I read or heard was
even raised.
when 1·111 struggling. The}' are able 10 see things that I'm not
triple axel. My first t~ught was
··we use a motion offense so it's not like C\·erytime clO\\'n the able 10 notice. And I li~ten to 1!1em. I learn from them."
what in the world is a triple axe!, and
why is it so darn in1portant? Later
on, I discovered that the triple axel
was the 1nost difficult Qf jumps
named after a Norwegi4i skater,
Axel Paulsen. And even litter. I discovered that some Japanese skater.
Midori Ito, cl1a11ged what ''lhe word
"'triple axel" meant to women when
she made it.
Because ·of all tile comn1otion of
who could and who could not perform the triple axel. i{ came as no
surprise to me when not only Ito. but
...Vou!?£ (;D1f>J'
Tonya Harding. a U.S. skater who
7b~'D
landed the triple axel last year. tried
again in Albenville.
WOR. L.D
Harding finished in fourth place
behind Nancy Kerrigan, Midori Ito
and Kristi Yamaguchi, because she
'
fell several times in !he original program and the free skate tryirig to conquer the triple axel. The jump that
had given her victory in the 1991
U.S. championship gave her a disappointing performance at the 1992
Winter Olympics.
By Corrin Johnson
the commotion. THE HILLTOP reponer was left amidst the
Unlike Kerrigan, Ito cap1ured the
Hilltop Staff Writer
The founding brothers of Phi Sigma Pl National Honor Fraternity.
crowd. Beard discovered soon after that the reponer was no!
silver metal by coming back and
on the van. He looked through the crowd and came out of it Alpha Tau Chapter, would Jlke to thank the Howa rd community for
landing the triple axe) after she failed
Through the years at Howard University, there have been without the reponer. Where was he? Where did he go? Beard elcoming us with open a rms. Phi Sigm a P1 Is planning and work.ln
to do it on her first try. Ito, who was
soine interesting happenings that have occurred bet\\'een found out that the reponer had hitched a ride home with a ard to make apparent that we a re a n organiza tion of moral s t.re ngth
expected to win the gold, said,"The I coaches and THE HILLTOP reporters. Ask any university bunfJj of his friends
and outreaching servitud e. We will fo ster and make dynam ic our
coach and they will share one or several Hilltop horror stories
.Co!rch Sanya Tyler, head coach for women's basketball. said e!Jefs of leadership. scholarship, a n d fe llowship. It Is also our deslr
Japanese people should excuse me
that her rappon with THE HIUTOP spons staff is ''strictly
for riot winni11g the gold as I at least I with you.
to become a perpetual, integral, and beneficial member of t h e
In
recent
interviews
with
THE
HIUTOP.
various
university
business."
She
also
said
th:it
reponers
should
go
beyond
the
did the triple axel." Again irony set
Howard Unlverslty commu nity.
coaches
shared
stories
about
some
of
these
horrors
that
scores
and
statistics.
"It's
more
than
just
a
game.''
in for me. the acrobatic feat by which
involved thq inspiring journalists at "'the top."
Unlike Coach Tyler, Coach Wilson. the head football
Ito gained her fame. became the her
According to Linda ~pencer, the volleyball coach. one of coach. said he likes dealing with the media .... as long as it does
nemesis in her quest for the gold
those horror stories involved her team.
not hun his program. Wilso11 added that he has been fonunate
medal. And Yamaguchi?
··
Well. the 21-year-old, 93 pound, 5 I "I .read a story that said 1ny team played five matches in one not to have ar1y problems with reporters.
Derek 8.W . Simmons
,
night.
instead
of
one
match
which
can
be
a
series
of
three
or
Coach
Strickland
and
Coach
Tyler
both
said
that
reporters
feet woman. captured the gold for the
Pres ide n t, Ph i S igm a Pi
I five games," Spencer said. "Little things are important. What should add more about the athletes' academic success when
U.S. by highligh1ing her grace and I is to be said about reporting stories out of context, incorrect
writing about them.
artistry on the ice, instead uf emphafacts and getting the rules of the gan1e v.•rong."
''A lot of our athletes !1ave a 3.0 G. P.A. or better," Coach
MBERS: Mlchelle Bell. Tonya Da u gh tery. Simone Davis. Laurie Gardner .
sizing her acrobatic ability to do a
rtka
Gary, Valerie Green. Doreen Haywood. Cheryl Hill. Consuelo Hopkins.
Even though Lany Strickland. the tennis coach. agfeed with Strickland said.
jump that the critics think every ''real 1 Spencer, he said that mistakes stem from inexperience.
Yet, in spite of all the difficulties these coaches have experi- Sherilyn James, Adrian Klng, Loma Lowe, TaJwan l!jvtnl':slon, Kimberly
skater'' should be able to do.
aney, Robbi McCall, Rore Moran, Sonja Morris. SeElfis Murdaugh . Tracy
''Anybody learning their skill will make some mistakes," enced with reponers from ''the top,'' all agreed that the folks at
So, now you know-bigger is not
Neely. Johnesta Norvell. Les ley Pcrklns, Anthony Qu ash. Derek Simmons
Strickland said. "You have 10 chalk up some of the mistakes to Tf!E HIUTOP who write spans are nice.
.
.
.
"
necessarily better and if it ain't
1nexper1ence.
"'No one has been rude to me," Co11.ch Strickland said. Coach
broke don't fix it. Yamaguchi
Coach Butch Beard told me a story that perhaps links to the Beard added that if a reponer was rude to him, he would tell
lack of skill to which Coach Strickland referred.
them 1hat they were out of line. And according to the coaches.
proved that safe is definitely better
Once upon a tin1e, there was a reponer frorn THE HIUTOP all is well with them and the reporters from "the top" .... until
than sorry when it comes to one's
that traveled with the basketball tean1 to an away game. After the next gaine .
.tenacity on ice.
the game, a huge crowd swanned ''the Bison ge1away van." In
By Preston Jenkins

j

"The Japanese
should excuse
me for not
. . ... ''
w1nn1ng
-Midori Ito
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PHI SIGMA PI

"WE'RE THE FUTURE'S FUTURE"
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University coaches discuss rapport
they have with THE HILLTOP
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CURREN'l PRWECI' 2000
TEACHERS ASSISTANTS
PLEASE STOP BY THE
UGSA OFACE IN
BLACKBURN ROOM 110,
806-6918
If you are a OGSA candidate
in any school or college please
feel free to stop by the UGSA
office in Blackbum room 110
or call 806-6918, 6919.

Alcohol, Drugs & You
Is alcohol or drug use having a
negative impact on you or
someone significant in your
life? Short term group
beginning soon. Contact
Carolyn Woodbury or Jose
Macaranas by March 4 at 8066870, University Counseling
Center.

Articles, poems, short stories,
photographs, and drawings are
now being accepted for the
1992 Omowe Journal. Please
bring the submissions to the
UGSA, Blackbum room 110.
Call 806-6918, 6919. Deadline
Februalr 29 !!!

'l'he A.. Wisconsin Club

meets Wednesdays 5pm in
Blackbum Room 150.
Increase the Peace Party
1341 Irving St. Ladies Free
B4 11 :00 p.m. $2 after, all
you can drink
10:00 pm
until .

•

Howard University

•

Counseling Serving
A Drama Presentation
She's Gotta Have It?
He's Gotta Have it?
"A Rap Session on MaleFemale Relationships and
Date Rape"
Tuesday, March 10
12:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Blackbum Center, the Gallery,
First Floor.
BKX Meeting Monday
March 2, 1992 5:30
Rm. LI4I UGL
Ail AKA undergraduate
sorors enrolled this semester
at Howard University are

requested to contact soror
Angela M. Parks Graduate
Advisor (2440 16th St., N.W.
Apt 121 , Wash, D.C. 20009,
202-265--0514) Please submit
name, address, telephone
number, GPA and
classification.

Al'l'EN 1i1ION: Howard

•

University Community
Get dressed in your finest for
the event that will top all
events this year. After all of
the surprise guests have left,
and the night is over, there
will be only one question on .
the yard, "Were you there at
the ... ?" (More information
next week!!!)

COMING SOON

•

SIGMA'S
V.S.
KAPPA'S
BENEFIT BASKETBALL
GAME

Coming soon 1n Burr Gym
Kappa's vs. Sigma's
in a benefit basketball game
Details next week.

Al'i EN'I ION

•

USGA Candidates
March I 0, 1992
Blackbum Forum at 7pm
This is the first transitional
meeting for nomination of

next year's executive officers
and committee chairs. Newly
elected representatives will
also be briefed on current
affairs.

SPRING EXPRESS '92 TO

NYC AND BROOKLYN.
3(20 to 3(29/92. Round Trip
$47. Rm. 938 West TowersComplementary Snacks.
See Flyers for more 411 !
Peace.
Saturday Feb 29 Howard
University College of
Dentistry is holding their
annual community health
fair. Free tooth cleaning,
high blood pressure ,
screening & oral cancer
screening.

HCP AN'l'Rb
AS'l'RON WORLD WIDE
PRODUCTS
"HOW TO MAKE $500.00
A WEEK TYPING AT
HOME" EARN MONEY
typing at home . . Many people
needed. Amazing recorded
message reveals details.
202-3I0-1296. Ext. #102.
Fundrajser looking for a
fraternity, sorority, student
organization interested in
making $500-$1500 for a one
week marketing project. Must
b e organized and hard
working. Call Lee (800) 5922121Ext.115.

$40,000/yr! RRAD BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out
simple "like/don't like" form.
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 hour
Recording 801-379-2925
Copyright # DC 12KEB

Nails 'N Steff
(202) 986-1759
(202) 529 4438 '
Full Set
$30.00
Curved
$35.00
Manicure
$10.00
Pedicure
$20.00-25.00
Designs
$1.00-5.00
Fills
$17.00

Quality VCR
Repair
Guaranteed Service
Low Rates
Call ~02M82-5845 .

F
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FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Spnng Break in Georgia
Time to catch the Bus
$89 round trip leaving March
20th contact: Bonnie 3191915, Tanya 319-1871 Stacy
797-2811
The choice is yours.
The Final Arts and Sciences
Speakout will be held
Monday, March 2, Rm. 105
Locke Hall at 7pm. Come
hear what your candidates
~an to do.
iiils/Lakers vs. Bullets!
Good lower level seating aval.
Student Disc. if mentioned.
can Randal 202 546-1069'.
Ask for more info.
sigma Alpha Iota
International Music Fraternity
for Women invites all women
musicians to the Spring '92
rush on February 29 6:00pm
in the Fine Arts Bldg. Rm.
3001.

MASSIVE BLOWOO'I'

PARTY 134·1 lrving St. ladies
FREE B4 11. $2 after I0Until. ALL U CAN DRINK.
Free chicken wings.
Attention All DOnn Residents!
Please drop off your Synergy
surveys in the School of
Business Student Lounge,
Suite' 580.
*hoof of Social Work Student
Council presents·Black
Male/Female Relationship
Forum Discuss what's on your
mind! Marci> 17th, Tues. at
6:15. School of Social Work
Auditorium

F'OR REN'I'
CHEAP! FHVUS: s~:1z~:1s

Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in
one week. Plus receive a
$1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for
calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext.
65.

EARN $2000. + F'REE
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
North America's #I Student
Tour Operator seeking
motivated students,
organizations, fraternities and
sororities as campus
representatives promoting
Cancun, Bahamas Daytona
and Panama City! Call I
~00) 724-1555 !
ii!versity oF Michigan
Shady Trails Camp 1
1992 Summer employment
opportunities are available at
Shady Trails Camp located on
Grand Traverse Bay in
northern Michigan. The camp
provides speech and language
therapy to children and youth
with communicative
impairments in a traditional
summer camp setting. Open
positions include counselors
and recreation, craft, and
waterfront staff. For
' information call (313) 7648442 or write:
University of Michigan
Shady Trails Camp
111 l E. Catherine St.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-2054
The University of Michigan is
an Equal Opportunity
Afftrrnative Action employer.

PERSONALS

4MB91

You're the best for me & the
longer we're together the more I
89 MERCEDES ..............$200 86 LOVE YOU
9 B 90
vw.............................$50 'i!:7
Chick # 0, GOd no higher. Sony
MERCEDES..............$100 65
, I forgot about you the last
MUSTANG.............. .$50
time. I didn't mean to. You
Choose fio111 thousands starting
know you'll always be the
$25. Free 24 Hour Recording
highest chick in my book. Now
Reveals Details 801-379-'}9]9
that you have a man, you don't
~g!It#DCl2KJC.
have any time for US Chicks
paCious, Recently Renovated #1,2, & 3. But we forgive you.
3br !Bath house for $1050
--Chick #3
also a large efficiency for
l-A-90:
$395 (30 I )681-3897
Teri I wish you the best
Furnished Rooms for Rent
of luck in Michigan. Skee-Phi!
'.
Two Blocks from campus,
--The 5th Hetr
Large and small from $275
Geisha,
per month. (202)483-0047.
Take a breath, Numba,
Iroom for rent L'!Ose to
you did it!!! I'm proud of you,
Howard Med and Dent
and I love you. Job well done
Schools. Call 723-4242.
on the Hip Hop Conference
--Your
Adams MorganJColumb1a
Heights Sunny 2 bedroom
Number, '91
condo, walk to HU, shopping, shallont,
. public transport $650 +,call
Thanx for the valentine by the
Steve 202 388-4068.
way: Where is our tree !? -SHARE A 3BR HOOSE
Deuce
wit!) HU Students. $240 +
Beauty School Drop Out, I need
util. Hobart & Georgia,
' a touch up. Can I make an
Contact Desmond (202) 462appointment.
"'584;;,.:.:.;2·.....,.....,...,.,"""".---- ·
:-24K +II
SERVICES
Happy H-Uay Endya Eames.
Your B-day should be even

more special since it falls on the You need it! Chris ain't tall
same day as mine. Hope you
enough to see the top of the
have a happy 21st and I will
PARAMOUNT! --- Love Fam
have a happy 20 something. -DOnatd lean,
Donna L.
.It's well '~I
I :59:59! Where's
Boo,
lily water. you can't handle
Thank you for a lovely
water how c
ou handle
Valentine's Day. But not to say Howard. --Thirsty
the least, I hope my b-day is
GOOd luck Kali for
even lovelier with you. -·
Undergraduate Trustee!
Love, Your Birthday Girl.
--Love, Karen Good
Leona W1ll1s, Happy B-day -GOOd luck Kali for
D.Lee
Undergraduate Trustee!
To the ALLEGED "R's Mon--Love Endya
Sun" Your occupancy of that
Kalt forget the rest cause you're
position was tenninated when I the best ! You're the next
came along!!!
Undergraduate Trustee
To M. Martin and L.W1ll1ams,
Ron
Hi Roomies! Since we never
J.D.I.C.
run into each other in the
To our R.A. Kali C. Jones We
hallways anymore -- Good luck wish you the best of luck!Love,
on midtenns and let's meet at
~ur 2nd floor residents
Happy hour this Friday. --T.
e love you Kali,
Lund,
best of luck for Undergraduate
Ivan & Tene,
Trustee --Love, Joi, Tiffani,
Good luck on your quest for
and Kesabri
HUSA. The journey is long,
Mi. Synergy and Miss Synergy
only the strong survive, hang in Keep a cool head and Focus!
there!! --Emery
It's all up to you!
I love
DO that sh-- Ivan & Tene & Big
ft?Mues
Daddy too.
--Tina ,
. JONES,
To T,
<
Where's the Victory Party?
All in all we had a ball, but it
Love, Mareco and Darrius
had to come to an end- I
Hey Miss kinetic (KALI)
understand
--Love, Kip
Knock 'em dead! Love you,
Dear J.O.B,
Lawanda and Tamika
you got a mind and a body that
Why are they wasting our time,
won't quit! STOP! So don't
Kali Jones
quit! Let's get together and
Your Kinetic Staff
discuss it, baby bust it!
a '·
Love, Work(CLC)
Let's Synergize Howard and
To My Romey,
together in one kinetically into
Ya wanna know something, .
the year 2000. Remember to
you're messing up. I can't stand bake the victory carrot cake.
the non-communication. I can't --Holli, Phil, Michelle and Jeff
han~.
--Paranoid
KINEI'IC KINEI IC KINE'I'IC
NI MBI, Go Fish ...
JUST DO IT
Kali and Tene
KALI!
--LOVE,
Good luck next week. We are
CHRIS JOHNSON
behind you all the way.
GOOd Luck Kali with your
--Joe and Bren
KINETIC Campaign
HOGAl'E'S:
--Love Crystal and Tene
Raphael: "Lester!"
l(aJi C. Jones,
,
Kim: "Those shoes!" Larry: Move Howard KINETICALLY
"Through the fence! · Till
into the year 2000. --Love,
Next time ... Baked Beans
Courtney and Dave
GOOD LUCK 1'0
Kati, it's 1n your hands! Best of
ROBERT EARLY,
Luck for Undergraduate
PRESIDENT,
Trustee. --Love, Marcus and
LAVESTA FLUCKER,
Warren
VICE-PRESIDENT
We knew you could do 1t, Kati!
JACQUES GARIBALDI,
Best of Luck for Undergraduate
TREASURER
Trustee.
AND
Love, Mom and Dad
SHACONDA WALKER,
l'o Leslie Lewis,
SECRETARY
'Happy B-day Blue & White! 1
ON MARCH 4TH IN THE
--Love, Donna L.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
To Synergy Campaign Staff:
·-from Lisa
Thanks for all your help and
GOOD LUCK '1'0
support, we wouldn't have
ROBERT EARLY,
made it this far without you.
PRESIDENT,
•
--Ivan+ Tene
LAVESTA FLUCKER,
To Lil' Miss Synergy,
VICE-PRESIDENT
Best of Luck! --Auntie
JACQUES GARIBALDI,
Ivan+ Tene,
TREASURER
Good LUCK! --Ms. Jackson
AND
Kali,
SHACONDA WALKER,
SECRETARY
ON MARCH 4TH IN THE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
·-from Lenn

I am looking for some of that
Kinetic energy after this is all
over.. --Kid
Kali,
"Kinetic Synergy" - I like the
sound of that. --Big Daddy
Ivan,
With effective and cost-efficient
PR, who needs a run-o.ff? -Media Director
Ivan and 'Jene,
Let's use the true power of
experience and go back to
basics to reach the Paramount
since there is only l second left
and we have the ball.
Philip D. Sug!lffi
Ail points No , South, East
and West of Milwaukee report
100% Synergization!
-- The Wisconsin Club

1\·
I

Ivan & •tene,
I'm already planning the victory
~1 --HH

YNERGY! --From the
FAMILY!
Ivan & Tene,
Good luck! --The New Frontier
Ivan - Tene,
Win HUSA! - Activation starts
at 6:0 Ipm March 10th. Mar. 3rd
is just the begiMing. -CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Tene,
I am glad your Suzuki is Finally
SYNERGIZED. My patience
was wearing thin.
Gheno Nerd
van,
I got your back. We're going to
do this together. Synergize
baby. --Tene
Synergy,
Glad things are running
smooth! No more late night
sessions. --Campaign HQ
GreensbOro gang,
Thanks for !he refreshilig
Synergy trip. (And where's my
ljts money?) -- Big Daddy
e Paramount,
SoffY you won't be at the last
speakout to censor the POWER
OF EXPERIEN<;:E'S dirty
mouth. Oh well, at least you
tied "BACK TO BASICS" in
the Hilltop poll. -- B.M & DJ.
Tene,
Remember the time when it all
began. We have had our rough
spots but now we are truly
SYNERGIZED!! -- Ivan
Ivan & Tene,
If time dictates the agenda,
hurry up and win. --Brian
Nevel
Ivan & Tene,
Syne1ize Howard! -- Lisa
Ivan Tene,
Good luck in the election!!
·--The Crew
Happy, Happy, Joy, Joy
•

You Want 1b Go

GOODLU k1'0

ROBERT EARLY,
PRESIDENT,
LAVESTA FLUCKER,
VICE-PRESIDENT
JACQUES GARIBALDI,
TREASURER
! AND
SHACONDA WALKER,
SECRETARY
ON MARCH 4TH IN THE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
·-from Staff
aI
You and you're KINETIC
energy will be TRUSTEE trust
me!
RON
GOOCI luck to Robert Early,
President. Lavesta Flucker,
Vice-President; Jacques
Garibaldi, Treasurer; anf1
Shaconda Walker, Secrqtary on
March 4th in the Schoofof
Business.
--from LOQ
GOOd luck to Robert Early, .
President. Lavesta Flucker,
Vice-President; Jacques
Garibaldi, Treasure; and
Shaconda Walker, Secretary on
March 4th in the School of
Business.
--from Chief
GOOd Luck Cfuis and Karen.

Old Grad Seliool,
. YouCan
·
StudrJust
· OldWay
S

•

H.l{WIAN

Take KaplaI1 ()r Take Yl1ur Ct1ances
COURSES FORMING NOW FOR SPRING EXAMS/II

BETHESDA

(301 )n0-3444

WASHINGTON, D.C.

(202)244-1456

NORTHERN VA.

(703)352·TEST
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A WORD OF INTRODUCTION
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Dear Readers,

Welcome to another edition of extensions, THE HILLTOP tabloid which takes
you beyond the news and happenings and provides you with a view of the
newsmakers,
issues, and concerns which shape what we bring you in the pages of
.
THE HILLTOP each week. Just as we began another presidential campaign season
last week with the New Hampshire primacy, here on the Howard campus we are
already in an election season as we are preparing to choose a new group of student
leaders this Tuesday.
"'
·
A few weeks ago, we began a weekly page, "92-93 Elections," through which we
have brought you several stories on the upcoming elections. Now, on this last
Friday before General Elections, we take you to the candidates who will appear on
the ballot Tuesday attempting to be your student council representatives, officers,
HUSA president, vice president, and undergraduate or graduate trustee. Our
campus staff, under the leadership of Damon Dozier and Depelsha Thomas, has
talked with each of the candidates for university-wide offices. We have also tried to
obtain a listing of candidates for the local elections and requested pictures of those
people. Unfortunately, in some cases, pictures were taken by our staff and did not
come out. We regret any inconvenience this may have caused. Some candidates
did not attend the Hilltop Picture Night for the candidates.
A special thanks to the HUSA General Electi
Co filttee for their
cooveration on this project. Also, hats off to Willi
. Stone, our production
assistant who designed the cover for this tabloid. Thanks to our photographers
Ayoka Campbell and Michael Harris who took mo~st of the pictures for this project.
The cover photograph was taken by Ayoka Campbell. Additionally, special thankyou to Sharonda Starks,. . our laboratory technician who develOpe·d and printed
most of the pictures you see. We hope this edition of extensions is especially
informative and useful as you go to the polls Tuesday.
·
~

' .-

•

George Daniels
Editor-in-Chief

<>
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THE HUSA SLATE~
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JULIUS BAILEY

'I

P. I. E. s. ''

•Political
-HBCU Voter

SSC president,
former HUSA liaison
bring experience to
campaign for P.I.E.S.

Participation Drive
-Blocking Off Fourth
Streeet

•Economic
-Honeybee Plan
with local
businesses

•Spiritual
-understanding
-unity
-pride in Howard

•

ERIK DESHIELDS

l

Julius Bailey will continue his work
at Howard next year as a graduate
student in philosophy. DeShields
hails from Norwalk, Conn.

• lnteUect11al
-Teacher
Responsibility
-Administration
Efficiency
-Student Think Tank
-Voicing Issues/
Community
Activism

Meet the Candidates

By Ken Robinson
Hilltop Staff Writer

What is experience?
According to Julius Bailey and
Erik DeShields, presidential and vicepresidential Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) candidates, experience
is power and they have plenty of it.
"We know what needs to be done;'
Bailey stated confidently in a recent
interview, "and we know how to do it."
Bailey, 21, is a graduating senior
majoring in philosophy from Chicago, Ill. If
he wins this election. he will become the
first graduate student to hold the office of
HUSA president as he is pursuing a masters
degree in philosophy. Bailey is the current
president of the Arts and Sciences Student
Council, wqich is representative of the
school's 3200 students.
Their plan is called P.I.E.S, which
involves political, intellectual, economic,
and spiritual change.
Economically, Bailey and DeShields
propose the "Honeybee Plan," which would
elicit support from locaf businesses for
Howard University. Bailey said that just as
a honeybee leaves pollen for the next flower
to grow, Howard and and local businesses
should have a respect demanded by nature to
create mutual returns.
" We want to work with local
businesses to get discounts for Howard
students. For example, we are trying to set
up a situation where during registration,
certain busines~1
nuld give Howard
students a 10 pe1
-,count."
Politically. 1h1.:) v. ant to initiate a

•

HBCU voter participation drive to
encourage students to use their voting rights.
Bailey said, "Howard students are not
taken seriously in D.C. From excessive
parking tickets to police brutality, we do not
get any respect. Because many of us do not
vote here, we are considered transient and
do not hold a voice."
Bailey said they have been working on
getting Fourth Street blocked off from the
School of Communications to Drew Hall to
make Howard more of a campus and protect
our women in the Quad and Bethune Hall,
but he said Howard 's lack of voice
prevents us from accomplishing those
types of things.
" Historically, Howard University was
a popular voice in this city. When my
grandfather and DeShield 's father and
grandfather were here, Howard students
voted and participated in the D.C.
community," Bailey said.
Intellectually, the slate wants to
encourage teacher responsibility and
administration efficiency by developing a
Student Think Tank. The think tank, which
would be comprised of students from all
disciplines, would conduct research on
various issues affecting the black
community.
"The community looks to us for
leadership and guidance, and too often, we
don 't give it to them. I have very few
complaints about the present HUSA
administration, but one that I do have is that
they have not been in the news stating the
issues," Bailey said.
ltccording to DeShields,22, he, too,

has a wealth of experience. He said he has
been a part of 23 university-wide boards and
committees. He has served in two HUSA
administrations: April Silver/Ras Baraka
and Ivan Bates/Patrice Grant. He served as
vice-chairman of the Homecoming Policy
Board, and is co-founder of the Howard La
Crosse team, one of three all-black teams in
the world.
When asked what they feel they
bring to the HUSA candidacy. Bailey
replied, "the ability to maintain an office,
work with a budget and deal with people."
The team is characterized by
DeShield's solid administrative abilities and
Bailey's push for social programs which
include the "Boys to Men- A Call to
Leadership " youth program on Feb. 11
where the Rev. Jesse Jackson addressed
over 300 area young black males. The
conference was organized under Bailey's
administration.
" I have a social spirit, " Bailey
said.
Some people may have noticed the
green dots on their flyers, which are often
placed conspicuosly on their lapels.
"The green dot stands for student
power," DeShields said, smiling "and the
hand (on their flyers) is the link to
actualizing student power." He added that
the hand represents student government.
Speculating on their chances of
victo\y, DeShields who is from Norwalk,
Conn., said, "I love to compete, I play to
win at all times."

--

-

I
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Meet the Candidates
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Chris Coleman

Christopher Coleman
served as HUSA
Volunteer
Coordinator last fall.
Karen Shepard is a
member of Oo La La
dancers.

•J"n•aelaJ AM
Initiative ·

HUSA slate offers six-point plan
By Melody A. Jordan
Hilltop Staff Writer
What do a junior male from Los
Angeles, Cal., and a junior female from
Wichita, Kan. have in common? A balanced
running slate for HUSA president and vicepresident, according to Christopher Coleman
and Karen Shepard.
" We want to be balanced in this
1unning election. We want to appeal to all
students, and the only way we can do that is
to have two individuals who are concerned
with the needs of others," Christopher
Coleman, HUSA presidential candidate who
is majoring in political science, said.
Coleman and Shepard combined
their resources and came up with The
Paramount, their six point plan.
: Very important to the
Coleman/Shepard slate is the establishment
of a new university-wide course retake
policy. Coleman does not think it is fair that
students in the College of Arts and Sciences
have their grades averaged together when
they retake a course.
He said, "In other schools, if you
retake a course and do better, only the new
grade is included in your G.P.A. All schools
should have the same policy."
Coleman and Shepard will also push
for an unrestricted minor selection policy in
all schools and colleges. They feel this
would definitely help business,
communications, and engineering students.
" School of Business students have

to take social psychology, (Introduction to )
psychology and national government when
they could be taking French 1, 2 and 3. ·we
need a curriculum that gets the best out of
our students and accurately reflects what
they're going to be. International business
students should be able to minor in foreign
languages," Coleman said.
Other issues on the six point plan
include a major and minor option in
entrepreneurship, a financial aid initiative
which involves establishing a scholarship
based on need to be taken out of HUSA's
budget and several recruitment, retention and
career placement plans.
The Coleman/Shepard slate also
would like to see the expansion of the
"Partnership Program" and other measures
that will intensify our graduate school
program.
Also, Coleman and Shepard want to
have a Paramount Conference. They would
invite students from other universities, black
and ~te, to participate in a conference to
discuss "black issues from a black
perspective to raise consciousness."
Coleman has held a number of
leadership positions. He was both freshman
and sophomore class president in the College
of Arts and Sciences [then Liberal Arts] and
is chairman of the Arts and Sciences Course
Retake Policy Committee. He is also a
member of the University's debate team,
Gentlemen of Drew Social Club, and the
Charles Houston Pre-Law Society. Coleman
also donated his time and energy as a HUSA
volunteer. For the past two years. he has

also worked ill the University's Small
Business Development Center.
"I've been truly blessed," Coleman,
who plans to be the president of the United
States in the year 2016, said.
Shepard, 21, a member of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., is majoring in
marketing and participates in a number of
activities outside and inside of Howard's
waJls. She was a member of the Ladies of
the Quad Social Club and is captain of the
Oo La La dancers who perform with the
H.U. Showtime Marching Band.
She has also participated in several
outreach programs. Among them are the St.
Paul A.M.E. Church Prison Ministry,
S.O.M.E. (So Others Might Eat), and
Martha's Table, located on 14th Street N.W.
"Howard needs a seen plan, a
revolution," Shepard, who plans to be
Coleman's presidential campaign manager in
2016, said.
The Coleman/Shepard slate wants to
lead Howard to the top, "the p~ount," of
collegiate education.
Though the two of them have h,ad
problems they said , religion has kept them
together. -,
"God has kept us very strong and
very much together. From the beginning,
people were very much after us. We swap
scriptures to keep us going. Everything
happens for a reason. The Lord will carry us
through. We have the Lord's work to do and
that will cany us through," Coleman said.
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IVAN K. HOPKINS
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"SYNERGY"

•Economic:
-Howard University
Student Federal
Credit Union
-Revitalization of
the Punchout
-Economic Summit
-Balanced Budget
Amendment

Unity, togetherness
characterize aims
of''S
RGY'' slate
By Melody Jordan
Hilltop Staff Writer

•Political
-Women's Health
Counseling
-Voter Registration
-AIDS Awareness

ouncil

TENE MCCOY

SYNERGY. ''This word represents what
is needed for the community. It is people
working together in harmony," Ivan K.
Hopkins, HUSA presidential candidate,
said. "It is unity and togetherness; it's a
simple but yet complex word," Tene L.
McCoy, HUSA vice-presidential candidate,
said.
·
Hopkins and McCoy said that synergy
abo means that the whole is greater than the
sum of the individual parts, and that is the
message they want to get to Howard
students.
Hopkins, a junior majoring in finance
from St. Petersburg, Fla., decided to come
to Howard University because he "did not
want to settle for less."
One of the reasons McCoy, a sophomore
from Greensboro, N.C. majoring in political
science, came to Howard University was
because of its reputation as "the Mecca."
·•1 wanted to be with an elite group of
people. I fit in with the people here at
Howard," she said ...._
Hopkins, who is the current president of
the School of Business Student Council,
served as chairman of the 15th Annual
Business Week Conference.
As chairman, he helped generate more
than $50,000 for Howard University. He is
also chairman of the Hilltop Board and a
member of the executive committee for the
Howard University Student Federal Credit

Meet the Candidates

Ivan K. Hopkins is president of the
School of Business Student Council.
Tene McCoy is president of the Arts
and Sciences Sophomore Class.

Union (HUSFCU), which closed last
August.
He was the official voice of the School of
Business in the 1990 business student
response to the Commission Report.
Hopkins' and McCoy's platform is
broken into three major parts: economic,
domestic, and political.
Economically, Hopkins and McCoy will
work on reopening the Howard University
Student Federal Credit Union. They will
encourage students, campus organizations,
and student entrepreneurs to invest their
fund!> in the student credit union.
They also wish to sponsor jointly with
the Undergraduate Student Assembly an
economic summit, as well as a balanced
budget amendment which will strengthen
the General Assembly's power to audit
school and college student councils.
Domestically, the Hopkins/McCoy
slate proposes to improve coordination and
communication with recent graduates to
help alumni maintain a healthy relationship
with Howard by working with Alumni
Affairs.
Moreover, they hope to appoint a security
liaison who will constantly voice students'
concerns and narrow solutions to problems,
promoting better cooperation and
coordination with security.
They also want to create a student career
serv ice, which will stimulate awareness of
employment and student economic gain.
In addition, Hopkins and McCoy will
begin an off-campus registry, which will
connect students who live away from
campus with University events through

newsletters and campus updates via letters
and briefs.
Hopkins hopes to create a database for
students who live in apartments like Tile
Envoy, The Mondrian, and other popular
residences not operated by Howard
University.
The political aspect of their platform
includes encouraging voter registration.
They also plan to establish an AIDS
awareness council, which will have officials
and professionals come to campus to discuss
health issues with students.
Hopkins said, "There can never be
enough health awareness on our campus,
particularly since many of Howard's
students are sexually active."
They want to expand health care services
at Howard. "We need a lot more attention
and counseling. Women should be properly
s ized for diaphragms and intra-uterine
devices and should be given more advice on
pregnancy. The campus should provide pre
and post natal care, " Hopkins said.
In addition, Hopkins and McCoy want to
work with local non-profit agencies like
Planned Parenthood to provide the women
on campus with inexpensive health care
alternatives during their administration.
McCoy was president of the freshman
class and is now president of the sophomore
class in the College of Arts & Sciences.
McCoy is also a Campus Pal and was
involved with two community programs
through Arts and Sciences classes. Some of
the activities included adopting a homeless
family and providing support during times
of need.
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Donald Jean

Donald Jean, an
accounting major,
owns The Water
Company. William
"Bo" Martin, a voice
major, is Mr. Howard
Univers~ 1990-91.

DS, economics emphasized
.
in bid for HUSA leadership

•AIDS
Awareness

•

By Ken Robinson
Hilltop Staff Writer
W ith the conviction of a prophet
and the voice of a lion, William "Bo" Martin
has been warning students that it is
] 1:59:59.
"Time dictates the agenda," Donald
Jean, HUSA presidential candidate and
Martin's running mate, says.
Jean,22, is a junior majoring in
accounting, and Martin, the vice presidential
candidate, is a senior majoring in voice.
Jean and Martin use a different appeal
and consider most issues discussed by other
candidates "petty."
Jean, challenging students to look
beyond self, queried, "How can we be that
selfish to complain about a pass/fail
initiative when our people are starving,
hungry, and dying from biological warfare~"
The Jean/Martin slate puts the
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) iss ue at the forefront.
" We are moving out on the AIDS issue.
Anyone concerned about 30 million black
people dying within the next eight years,
come and join us," Jean said, speaking of his
recent meetings with the Nation of Islam
and other organizations.
Their campaign centers not only on
campus affairs, but is seeking to involve
Howard in national and international affairs.
"Howard University is a microcosm of
the macrocosm," Jean said.
Some students' reservations about

the Jean/Martin platform were expressed in ;
a speakout when a student said, "But we
have plenty of problems here. Don't we
have to take care of ourselves before we can
take care of anyone else?"
In response, Martin,22, said, " I
understand the concern from that question
and I think that it has to be a combination of
taking care of self and giving back to the
whole."
Jean believes that by taking care of the
black community, our petty problems will be
solved. He said that the issues we are
discussing wiH not matter if our people do
not survive the twenty-first century.
The goal of this slate is to put
Howard University on the path to self
sufficiency and to lead the black community
into the year 2000.
Martin, an Atlanta, Ga. native, said
they were discussing weather changes when
they came up with their slogan.
" We started thinking about how the
·seasons change and how we change, and
dress accordingly; it [time] is a standard by
which we measure all of our actions," he
explained.
By stressing that there is only one
second left until the year 2000, they hope to
awaken students to the times that we are
living in and move students to adjust their
lives and actions accordingly.
Jean is president of the H. U.
Entrepreneurial Society, which he
reactivated in the fall of 1991 , and president
and founder of The Water Company, a

business that distributes spring water to
Howard students and faculty, as well as
people in the surrounding community.
Last semester, The Water Company
discontinued service as Jean said he wanted
to find another supplier. Jean indicated
that he hopes to one day be providing
bottled water to offices across the Howard
campus.
Recently, the H. U.
Entrepreneurial Society has been sponsoring
bake sales in Douglass Hall to raise funds.
Jean said both of these activities stress his
s late's interest in entrepreneurship.
Their platform focuses on black
leadership and entrepreneurship. Jean, who
is from Brooklyn, N.Y., said that he and
Martin bring unique qualitierlo the office.

• Co11111111nit7
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•Black
Leadership

Martin, who is the reigning Mr.
Howard University ( 1990-91 ). added an
executive board to the title, of which Jean is
chairman. He spent most of last semester
trying to organize a student leader hip
conference for student leaders on Howard 's
campus. His goal was to help ease some of
the tension that exists between various
organizations on campus. Martin 's dream
never became a reality because of a lack of
response from student leaders. An
expanded version of the conference is in the
works for later this semester.
He said, "Bo brings'the
element of humanitarianism, while I bring a
strong economic slate."

'
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•Financial
Aid Database

•Community
Responsibility

Baltimore
natives run
•
campa1
on
meeting basic
student needs
By Ken Robinson
Hilltop Staff Writer

•Economic
Independence
for Howard
l••1provement
of Alumni
Relations
•Fredtman
Mentorsbip

Program

ALISON CARNEY

"Back to Basics" is the platform
slogan for the only all female slate in the
1992 HUSA presidential and vicepresidential elections.
Lynae Turner, a junior majoring in
marketing, and Alison Camey, a junior
majoring in mechanical engineering, have
their eyes set on becoming the top HUSA
executives with a campaign that focuses on
satisfying basic student needs and
expanding from there.
Being the only all female slate has
not deterred Turner and Camey, who are
both 20 years old and from Baltimore, Md.
"Because we touch bases with a
variety of students each day, we feel that
we can truly represent all of the students
here at Howard University, including the
men and international students," Camey
said.
One of the main issues that the
candidates have focused on is locating
financial aid.
"We propose a financial aid and
networking database to reform the
financial aid process," Camey said.
She explained that the database
would put financial aid programs and
sources at students' fingertips.
"Students want to pay for and control
their money when it comes to paying for
school," Camey said.
She said, " It would basically be
like an ATM or something similar to the

l ynae Turner plans to attend law school after
graduating from Howard. Her running mate, Alison
Carney, is considering pursuing a MBA degree.

lnfoTrac in the library. You put your
information in, and the computer will help
you to select a plan that you want."
The most difficult part in
implementing this program, they said,
would be getting the resources to purchase
the software for the system.
The candidates added that in a
recent meeting with President Franklyn
Jenifer, he said he liked the idea and also
informed them that this type of system
already exists on Howard's campus.
Camey and Turner feel that this increases
the feasibility of implementing a
centralized version of the program.
Being from Baltimore, both
Camey and Turner have been active in the
Baltimore Club. Camey is the vice
president and Turner is the secretary.
Camey also served as secretary of the
Howard University Pre-Alumni
Association while Turner is active in-the
Howard University Band.
They said that if elected, their
administration will not pretend to know
answers to questions if they do not.
"If we can't help you, we will let
you know where you can go to get help,"
Turner said.
Turner said that community
service is a responsibility. "We are both
involved with the Howard Big Brothers
and Big Sisters. Both of our little sisters
are in Kindergarten at Bruce Monroe Elem.
We go there to play with them and read to
them; we often ending up spending more
time than the two hours minimum

requirement," she said.
Turner thinks Howard should strive
to become economically independent.
"We can't become independent from
corporate America at this stage, not when
we depend on them for a majority of our
funds. When we provide the majority, then
we can become independent," she said.
They propose creating an
environment that makes students want to
give back.
"A lot of people are dissatisfied, so
when they leave, they are not trying to
recruit or give back. The problem is not
just fmancial aid processing. Of course,
people need money first to get here, but it all works together," Turner said.
The Turner/Camey slate would also
like to make freshmen feel more welcome
at Howard by establishing a mentorship -~
program that would be similar to the
Campus Pals.
"Older students who are in a
freshman's school would advise them on
which classes and professors to take and
other things to help orientate them to
Howard. The Campus Pals have to deal
with so many freshmen that they are not
always able to give them the per_sonal
,,
attention they need," Turner said.
Turner and Camey said that
through the campaign rhetoric at the
speakouts, the students have been promised
the world, but they are certain that the only
way to achieve any of it is to "start with the
basics.'
•
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What is HUSA?

•

1be Howard University Student Association was established in 1961. Its purpose
is to provide iriput into the University's decision-making process; to act as a spokesman
for the students; and to maintain communications concerning student interest in many
segments of the school.
HUSA includes within its domain the·entire student body, and the legislative
branch is known as the General Assembly and consists of all representatives elected to
the Undergraduate Student Assembly and Graduate ·s tudent Assembly. The President
and Vice President are elected to administer the Executive branch. To be considered
duly elected, a HUSA slate must obtain at least 51 percent of those votes cast. If no
slate receives at least 51 percent, a run-off election will be held March 11, 1992 at
which time, the slates which receive the two highest number of votes, will compete.
The winner in the run-off election must receive a simple majority of votes cast. The
HUSA President and Vice President serve for a one-year term which begins at 12 noon
on the day of commencement and ends the next commencement day at 12 noon.

· What are the Undergraduate and Graduate Trustees?
One graduate and one undergraduate student representative sits on the Howard
University Board of Trustees. Each is chosen by their respective bodies during the
student government elections. The student trustees are then presented to the Board as
student trustee elects, subject to final approval and acceptance by the Board of
Trustees.
The students sit, act and vote with the Board to assure the student body at Howard
that their immediate interests will not be overlooked or forgotten. To be elected,
undergraduate and graduare trustee candidates must receive the highest number of
votes, but not less than 30 percent of votes cast. The term of office begins July 1, and
ends June 30.
.. - , ,.
"
- _· The Board of Trustees is the final institutional authority responsible for the entire
management of Howard University. ·
/''
,
•

•

What are student councils ?
Each school and college has an established student council for the single purpose
of acting with the special interest of students in their respective school or college.
Policies on number of votes needed to win election artd terms of office for student
councils vary according to school or college.

Information compiled from General Assembly Election Guidelines 1992 and the H-Book 1991-92
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Kevin Bryan sings in the University Choir
and serves on several committees. A native
of Fayetteville, N.C., he is 21 years old.
•

Pal chairman-proposes increase in staff
support, reopening of student credit union
by Jamila White
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

•

"Rhetoric or results - which do you
want?" asks undergraduate trustee
candidate Kevin T. Bryan . "I think we
need a little less rhetoric and a little more
results ... from our elected officials and
administrators:· he said.
" I may not have the catchy fl yers that
some of the other candidates have ...
and may not be a Jesse Jackson-type
preacher," .-;aid Bryan, a fourth -year civil
engineering student, "but I do have a
platform that has substance."
Bryan, who is from Fayetteville,
N.C., said his platform consists of three
p,oints, the first point being improving
the support systems at Howard. He feels
that the untimeliness of financial aid, •
registration, and other student services is
a major problem.
According to Bryan, who has served
on the University's Enrollment
Management Committee, "underf~nded
and understaffed support systems
account for low morale and a 42 percent
[student] retention rate."

Additional fund s are needed to
increase support staff members, because
an " understaffed, overworked staff
results in bad attitudes ... and
inefficiency," stated Bryan.
Bryan, who is currently the chairman
of the Campus Pals, would also like to
see an improvement in campus security.
" We need simple things, like better
locks," Bryan said. He also recommends
"campus-wide el ect~onic surveillance
equipment, additional lighting, and an
expansion of the existing escort
service."
The second point on the Bryan
platform is obtaining uniformity in
academic policies. He said he would
like to make add/drop procedures and
course retake procedures the same for
all schools in colleges at Howard, and
wants the last day to withdraw from a
class to be pushed back to two weeks
before the end of the semester.
"It would make us more
competitive with other schools," said
Bryan of his proposed withdrawal date
policy. According to Bryan, many other
•

colleges and universities have already
instituted similar policies and are gaining
an edge on Howard students when it
comes time to get into professional
schools and find jobs.
" Bad grades contribute to a low
retention rate," he added.
The final point on his three-point
plan is improving fi scal affairs. Bryan
recommends establishing a monthly plan
for tuition payments. It would be "just
like a car payment," he explained, "the
student would make an initial down
payment in July, and a payment each
subsequent month so [students] won 't
have to pay one lump sum."
• "Reopening the student credit
union" that closed last school year would
also be a priority if he were elected
undergraduate trustee, Bryan said.
According to Bryan, the credit
union is "a viable source" and would be
able to provide loans "to students, for
students, and by students."
Bryan believes that financial
difficulty is the primary reason why
students drop ou~ further decreasing an
already low student retention rate.

"By far, financ ial aid is the most
important element of my platform," he
stated;"... [students] shouldn' t have to
drop out because they can 't afford to
stay."
The ability to mix business and
pleasure, "to have a working relationship
in a friendly environment" is what Bryan
fee ls makes him different. He also
describes himself as being "very
determined" and as having the " will to
succeed at all costs."
Bryan, who served on Dr. Franklyn
Jenifer's presidential inauguration
committee, also feel s that he is the best
qualified candidate for the undergraduate
trustee position because he
"understand[s] the university, ... has
worked with the administrators."
" I know where to go to get a
•
problem solved," he stated with
confidence.
Bryan is 21 years old and plans to
pursue a dual degree in Business
Administration and Public Policy upon
graduating from Howard. He would
eventually like to get invs>Ived with city
government.
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Kali Jones is the immediate past vice
president of the Arts and Sciences
Student Council. She's an English major.

-·
,

Project 2000 coordinator emphasizes
preparation for the twenty-first century
'

by Jamila White
Hilltop Staff Writer
Moving Howard into the
twenty-first century is what Kali C.
Jones wants to do. Under the theme
" Kinetic: Moving Howard University
into the year 2000," she is seeking the
position of undergraduate trustee.
Jones, a junior majoring in
English from New Orleans, La., said her
platform consists of four points: a
mandatory pass/fail option, a preventive
health care maintenance program, a
university center for alternative financial
aid, and basic housing renovations.
According to Jones, the schools
and colleges currently have varying
policies, and the mandatory pass/fail
option would provide some consistency.
It would allow students in all schools
and colleges to choose to receive either
letter grades or pass/fail designations in
courses outside of their major.
''The pass/fail option would
allow [Howard students] to be more
competitive with other schools such as
Stanford and Berkeley that do have that
option," Jones said in a recent interview.

"Too often students are denied
entry into professional schools and
graduate level job positions because of
less exceptional grades received in
courses outside of their major fields of
study," she added.
The second point on the
" Kinetic" platform is the establishment
of a Preventive Health Care
.
Maintenance Center at Howard that
would provide routine physical
examinations, immunizations, and
testing for diseases such as the human
immuno deficiency virus and other
sexually transmitted diseases. The
center would also include minor
emergency care for accidents so students
won't have to spend a great deal of .time
in the emergency room at Howard
University Hospital.
The establishment of a Howard
University Center for Financial
•
Alternatives is the third point on the
"Kinetic" platfonn. The center, which
Jones said should be located in the ·
undergraduate library, would represent
an effort by Howard "to prove that it is
concerned about the retention and
financial stability of its students" by

•

providing students with a computerized
library of scholarships, grants and loans.
This system could be used "when
primary aid has been lost, altered , or
slow in processing. "
"It's not a matter of not h_aving
[financial resources]; it 's a matter of
students not knowing where to find it,"
she commented.
.The final point on Jones'
platform is basic renovations of
university housing. Jones feels that basic
necessities, such as air conditioning,
carpeting, satisfactory garbage and
sewage facilities, fixed window panes
and draperies, and hot water are
essential.
Serving in student government
is nothing new for Jones, she is the
immediate past vice president of the Arts
and Sciences Student Council. Prior to
that, she served as programs director for
the council's executive board and
secretary of the council's freshmen class
board.
Jones, who is currently serving
as corresponding secretary of the
Campus Pals, said it is important for the
undergraduate trustee to be accessible to

the students, and she recommends an
office in the Blackbum Univer ity
Center or a telephone number where the
trustee can be reached.
·'The undergraduate trustee has
always been the least visible of the
student officers, .. Jones said. She also
commended current undergraduate
trustee Rory Verrett and said that he
"made the undergraduate trustee more
visibfe."
Jo nes, who has served food to
the homeless at Martha 's Table located
on 14th St. N.W. ,is currently the
coordinator for Project 2000, a
mentorship program for O.C. public
school students.
Jones is 20 years old and plans
to teach kindergarten or first grade upon
fini shing her fonnal education.
Eventually, she would like to work in
international law.
"Only 12 percent of Howard
students voted last year. Let students
leaders know that you care and that they
do have to be accountable to you," Jones
said. "It doesn't matter who you vote
for, just vote."
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Dara A. Monifa Tippitt served as coordinator
of the 1991 Homecoming Step Show. She is
now a campus pal and a student ambassador.

Trustee candidate wants to revive Howard
tradition, make Blackburn social focal point
by Jamila White
Hilltop Staff Writer
A "revival of the Howard
University tradition" is what junior Dara
A. Monifa Tippitt says you will get if she
is elected to the position of
undergraduate trustee.
Tippitt, who was coordinator of
the 1991 Homecoming Step Show, said
her platform consists of three points:
improving faculty/ student relations,
enhancing the quality of student life, and
"reviving the tradition."
According to Tippin, the first
step to improving faculty/ student
relations is making students a priority
when they come in as freshmen. She
points to a low student retention rate as a
major problem, and strongly advocates
strengthening the fre shman orientation
program by adding a mentoring program.
"Success is almost guaranteed if
Istudents] are caught early before
problems arise," Tippitt, who is a junior
majoring in English, said in a recent
interview. "Students don't feel valued
while they are here, and that's one reason
why they don't give [money] back when

they become alumni . We are financial
consumers and need to be heard," she
stated.
Tippitt is from White Plains,
N. Y., and is a Student Ambassador.
Ambassadors visit high schools in an
attempt to recruit new students for
Howard.
C
Enhancing the quality of student
life is the-second point on Tippitt's
platform. She f~ls that Howard 's
grounds and physical f~cilities are not in
top condition and need to be refurbished.
She also thinks that financial aid
processing needs to be more efficient.
Tippin, who is currently
parliamentarian of the Campus Pals,
wants to see the mandatory meal plan
policy for freshrn_e n removed.
In addition, she believes that
Armour J. Blackbum University Center
"should be the social focal point of the
university" because "it's safer." Tippin
said she would like to see more students
use the Punchout.
•
"We need to put money back
into the university, instead of ... places
like Wonder Plaza," she said.
The last point on the Tippin

platform, "reviving the [Howard]
tradition," would involve enhancing the
importance of the Howard University
diploma, which she said can be
accomplished through improving
university/alumni relations, and
improving university/community
relations.
"The whole thing about
improving alumni relations goes back to
making students [feel that they are] a
priority when they are here," Tippin said.
She added,"If we improve alumni
relations, we can increase alumni
contributions."
For improving
university/community relations, Tippitt,
who describes herself as "a dedicated
student and dedicated to Howard
University and what it stands for,"
recommends expanding the existing
community outreach programs and
establishing a community outreach class,
giving students the option to substitute
the community outreach class for the
physical education requirement.
In addition to the three major
points on her platform, Tippin, a member
of the Golden Key Honor Society, said

\

she would like to see a campus-wide
career development center, similar to the
one in the School of Communications.
Tippitt said she is aware of the existing
Student Resource Center, which is
available to all Howard students, but said
that "the students don't know about the
center," or "[instructors] don't get the
information to the center."
Tippin also said that she would
like to increase the level of Afrocentric
education and multicultural education at
Howard.
"Having knpwledge of other
cultures gives you an edge," she said.
Tippin said she wanted to make
the undergraduate trustee more
accessible to students.
"I would try to have some time
designated for the trustee in the H.U.S.A.
office where students could come and
talk to me," Tippin added.
Tippin is 20 years old and plans
to attend law school. She is currently
pursuing a double minor in' spanish and
secondary education, and is active with
Toastmasters International andThe Bison
yearbook staff.
)
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Craig Barkely is a second year student in
the School of Law. He suggests that
graduate student visit local schools.
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Pittsburgh native stresses community
involve~ent in campaign for grad trustee
by Tamara Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
For Craig Barkely, a candidate for the
position of graduate trustee, community
activism is the essence of leadership.
According to the second-year student
at Howard's School of Law, Howard
has a mission that student leaders have
to make a reality.
" Howard has always had a mission to
train individuals for leadership
i;><>sifions," Barkely said. "That mission
also includes training and developing
individuals from the African-American
community."
Barkely said that he considers
community activism to be a
responsibility, and since he was raised in
the inner-city of Pittsburgh, the 31-yearold finds that responsibility especially
necessary.
"I'm not saying that you have to
come from the inner-city to help the
community," Barkely said. "but I do
understand the community better; in fact,

•

I see people here who are exactly like the
ones that I grew up with."
As a graduate trustee, community
activism would be the focal point of his
platform. He proposes to do this by
spreading his message and hopefully

the youth. He said that much of the
younger generation has little exposure
to college-educated blacks. He
proposes that graduate and
professional students go into the
schools and talk to young people.

''I want to make sure that all graduate

students have the voice they truly need. I
don't want the position to be merely
ceremonious as it has been at times in the
past. ''
-Craig Barkely
committing students to go out into the
surrounding communities.
" In serving the needs of the students,"
Barkely said, " I want to help them to
realize the ultimate mission of helping
the African-American community."
Barkely said that he is open-minded
about various ways to help the
community, but o ne thing that stands
out in his mind is teaching and guiding

In conjunction with community
activism, Barkely is interested in
providing effective representation for
graduate and professional students.
" I want to make sure that all graduate
students have the voice they truly need,"
Barkely said. " l don't want the position
to be merely ceremonious as it has been
at times in the past. The concerns of the
students should be better addressed."
Barkely also hopes to maintain a

better liaison between the various
schools, especially the School of Law
because it is so far removed from the rest
of the university.
Barkely understands that as graduate
trustee, he cannot change all of Howard's
standard procedures.
"The trustee position is not like that of
the Hqward University Student
Association (HUSA) president," Barkely
said. " It does not carry so much power,
but it is a way of influencing the people
in power who will make Howard's final
decisions."
According to Barkely, the reasons that
graduate and professional students
should vote for him are simple.
"People should vote for me because
I understand that as students of Howard
University, we have a acred obligation
to ensure the uplifting of our people,··
Barkely said. ''I am an individual of
high ideal and a man of principle with a
commitment to be an advocate of
positive change as opposed to watching
from the sidelines."

~·---
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George Holmes is a former D.C. School
teacher and a two-time graduate of Southern
University. He is also a fomer athlete.

Former school teacher tries tO bridge gap
between undergrads, grads, administration
•

By Tamara Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Because I am the bridge
builder, I endeavor to bridge the gap
spiritually, mentally, physically, and
educationally between undergraduates,
graduates, administration, and trustees,"
said George Holmes, a second-year
student in the School of Divinity and
.. candidate for graduate trustee.
Holmes, who is from Gulfport,
Miss., has attended Howard for two and
a half years. At 26, his futu re goals
include becoming a pa'> tor and a
university administrator.
His interest in admini-.tration is
reflected in hi'> message and hi'> platfonn. v. hi ch aim to unite the
adm1n1c,trat1on. graduate '> tudent'> and
undergraduates.
Holmes' platform has four major
point'>. The first point in volves
publi '>hing a graduate newsletter.
··1 will work with the School of
Communications to e.s;tablish a graduate
newsletter," Holmes said. " It will

include, but not be limited to a guide to
Before coming to Howard to
graduate living, an international student
pursue his Ph.D. in communications after
brochure, an apartment locater, a list of
receiving a masters and bachelors of arts
full and part time jobs, lists of
in communications from Southern
scholarships and fellowships, and a
. University. He later decided to pursue
student of the month feature."
a divinity degree. Holmes is also a
Holmes also wants to increase
former teacher in the Baton Rouge, La.
the number of computers for graduate
Public School System and the D.C.
students. He plans to do this by soliciting Public Schools.
contributions of money and equipment
His third goal, which involves
from various corporations.
implementing a mentor directory,

''/ am committed to the future of the
university and graduate education ''
-George Holmes
A member of the Kappa Psi
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc, Holmes serves on several boards and
committees. Among them are the
University-Wide Activities ·
Appropriations Board, the Howard
University Financial Aid Committee,
and the Congressional Black Associates.
He is aJso the founder and director of the
Omega Psi Phi Gospel Choir.

..
•

attempts to unify the graduate and
professional students with
undergraduates.
"I will work with graduate and
professionaJ students to establish a peer
counseling program," Holmes said. "One
goal will be to provide undergraduates
with a list of graduate and professional
students who are available to discuss
applications and admissions procedures,

the pros and cons of graduate and
professional education, and personal
experiences."
Holmes' final point includes a
research and teaching symposium.
Holmes believes it would help bridge the
gap between faculty and students.
Holmes said, "With the
assistance of various faculty, a monthly
symposium will convene highlighting
the research of various faculty
members."
Holmes said that he is not
dissatisfied with any of Howard 's
policies in particular. However, he is
concerned with the dissatisfaction
expressed by some of the trustees,
administration, graduate students and
undergraduates.
Summarizing his views in one
sentence, Holmes said, "I am committed
to the future of the university and
•
graduate education because 'there
followeth after me a use
(undergraduates) whose feet must pass
this way.'"

•
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William Jones Is graduate assistant in the
Office of the Dean of Student Life and
Activities. He hails from South Carolina.

•

Law tudent pushes accountability among
items on platform for graduate trustee
by Tamara Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
For William T. Jones, graduate
trustee candidate, accountability is the
name of the game - and that applies to
Howard'sladministration, student leaders
and the student body itself.
"
According to the South Carolina
native, Howard ·s system works, but
everyone is not aware of his or her rights
and responsibi lities to that system.
Jones anended Howard throughout
his undergraduate years and is currently
enrolled in his second year at Howard
Law School. His lengthy stay at Howard
gives Jones what he feels is an advantage
in serving as a student leader.
" I feel that I've been around
enough to know problems and processes
of getting things done," Jones said.
"Many students are concerned only with
getting out, but you have to give back,
too."
Jones said that many students feel
alienated from Howard 's political system
because they are not familiar with their
privileges under it.

"Students are not aware of what
they can do with_in the system," Jones
said. "Some don 't even know the process
involved in filing a complaint. The
system works if you work it, but people
are complaining without doing
anything to c hange it. "
Jones strong ly believes that one
of his biggest services to the Howard
community would be to educate the
students about what problems exist and

that the previous trustee did," Jones said.
"With the portfolio. everything will be
documented."
His final point in the plan seeks to
ensure administration accountabilit).
Jones proposes that every issue the
administration addresses be
documented. That way. if similar
- situations ever arise. Howard students
can look for guidance in how to proceed.
Jones does not profes to have all
of the answers. However, the 25- ye~r
old law student does know what he'll
do if a student has a problem that is out
of his hands as trustee.
''I' ll send them to whoever is in
I
charge of that concern:' Jones said.
"Then, I'll document it and keep note ot
what is done about the concern."
Jones has plenty of faith in Howa r~I
as an institution, and he said that
President Franklyn Jenifer and the
administration are doing a good job.
A trustee portfolio is point number
However. Jones said that everyork'
three, and through it, Jones wants
must ....get involved if Howard is to reach
records kept of his every action as a
its highest potential.
trustee. ''You must be a part of the system to
" Every year, trustees start on
be able to change it." Jones said.
ground zero without knowing everything

professional students. A point in his
plan supports this advocation. Jones
wants to hold roundtable discussions
every month in conjunction with the
Graduate Student Assembly. During
these discussions, Jones will learn what
is on students' minds.
Jo nes• other points go hand-inhand also. They both caU for careful
documentation of the activities of those
in leadership positions.

-

''Students are not aware of what they
can do within the system, The system
works if you ·work it, but people are
complaining without doing anything to
change it. ''
-William Jones
what can be done about them.
H~ plans to achieve this through a
four-point plan.
Primarily, Jones intends to
advocate the inte rests of graduate and

..
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There are eight candidates contending for various offices in the College of
Allied Health. Antonio Hyman and Dawn Meekins seek the presidenti position,
and Charisse William son and Tanza Bell seek to aid them in their adm · istrative
duties as Vice President. Felicia Rorie, an unopposed candidate for Sec tary, and
Fatima German, unopposed for Treasurer, will fi ll those positio ns.

Rorie

School of
The School of Architecture and Planning
has nine candidates contending for various
offices. Hoping to win together are Arth ur
Sheffield Ill for President, Ingrid Green for
Vice President, Warren Campbell for Recording
Secretary, Ronyka Fitzpatrick for Treasurer,
and C liffton Fordham for UGSA representative.
Other candidates are Marc Massay for
President, Dale Edgehill for Vice President,
Marcus Bell II for Secretary, and Vicki
Marshall for Treasurer.
•

chitecture and Planning

Five architecture students have joined to form a slate of candidates. From left to right: Arthur Sheffield Ill,
Ingrid Green, Ronyka Fitzpatrick, and Warren Campbell. At right, Cliff Fordham.

Oollege of

ts and Sciences

--.. -··

Treasurer

Secretary

President
The College of Arts and Sciences, traditionally one
of the most politically active schoools on campus, has
only one full slate and three individuals running in this
year's election for _student council officers. The slate is
No.i;ii Ellison for President, Kisha Braithwaite for Vice
President, Mathew Watley for Secretary, and Calvin
Washington for Treasurer. Wayne Smith-McKenzie,
current treasurer, is challenging Ellison, current UGSA
representative, for the executive presidential slot, while
Michael Simmons and John Barnes challenge
Braithwaite for Executive Yice President. Watley and
Washington will gain their respective offices, as they
•
are both unchallenged.
The seven UGSA representative candidates also
have an automatic win because the College of Arts and
Sciences has seven representatives in the General
Assembly. They are: Charvis Campbell-Carter,
Memone Paden, Eddie Wearring, Bernard Blanchard,
Tina Brower, Monica Williams, and Kevin Tucker.
Unique to the College of Arts and Sciences are
class boards. In those elections are Gregory Campbell
for Sophomore C las1; President and Cassan Blake for
Senior Class President.

i

' ,; .
Washington

Watley

Ellison

Vice President

UGSA representative

Simmons

Braithwaite

Blanchard

Campbell

Barnes
Brower
•
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School of Business

..

The School of Business has a
slate and a half contending for
council officer slots in this year's
election. Robert Early, LaVesta
Flucker, Shaconda Walker, and
Jacques Garibaldi team up in their
efforts to take over leadership of the
school. These slate members are
running for President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer,
respectively. Erica Smith, who is
running for President and Lazaro
Alonso, on the slate with Smith for
Vice Presidert, will try to prevent
their opponentss from getting into
office.
Candidates for UGSA
representative are Kanika McGee,
Stephanie Sims, Sean Robinson,
Anika
Warren, and Glendia Scott.
l>

Secretary

Vice President

President

Walker

Alonso

Flucker

Earfy

UGSA representative

Treasurer

Sims

McGee

'

Garibaldi

Warren

School of Communications
No competition here.
Shauntae Brown, unopposed, will
be the new council president. John
L. Jackson, Jr., her running mate,
will be Vice President, and Chelsea
Stalling, also on Brown's slate, will
be Secretary. There are no
candidates for Treasurer.
Shaunda Sutton and Tracy
Vinson will fill the school 's two
UGSA representative slots. Janeya
Hisle will be Sciences and
Disorders Department
Representative, and Julian Gaither
will represent the department of
Radio, T. V., and Film.

Secretary

President

Stalling

Brown

Vice President

Radio-TV-Film

Paden

Jackson

•

.,,

..

Sciences and Disorders Rep.

Hisle

.-..
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•

'

Future educators Wade Boykin and Danielle Mitchell are in the running for President. Other candidates, Letania Gonzal for Secretary, Yasmin Edwards for Treasurer,
and Carol Crawford, an incumbent for UGSA representative, are unopposed. There are no candidates for Vice President.

.

•

•

SchOol of Engineering
I

Competitive spirits are
high in the School of
Engineering. Engineering
students will have a choice for
each position this year. Cheryl
Carter will challenge Rose
Jones for President. Vice
presidential hopefuls are
Theodore Cummings, Scott
Spaulding, and Amelia Wright.
Wanting to serve their school as
council Secretary are Tamara
Haye and Sharene Shealey, and
Byron Hall and Jocelyn Tinsley
are both in the running for
Treasurer.
Candidates for UGSA
representative are Kev in
Branch, Leavy Matthews III,
Lori Matthews, and Anthony
Six engineering students have joined to form a slate of candidates.
Petit.
From left to right-Top: Anthony Petit, Thedore Cummings, Kevin
Although engineering
Branch; Bottom: Jocelyn Tinsley, Cheryl Carter and Tamara Haye.
students run as individuals,
campaigning together and
hoping to win as a team are
Caliter, Cummings, Haye,
Tinsley, Branch, and Petit.

College of Fine
Fine Arts will have few
surprises this year as the current
president, Marcus Johson, will
serve another tenn. Johnson has
no opponents, but he will be
working with a new set of officers,
who are all running on the slate
with Johnson. unopposed.
Kenneth Dubose will be the new
Vice President, Cybele Overby will
take over the Secretary's position,
and Eric Roberson will handle the
school's fiscal affairs as Treasurer.

.,,

President

Johnson

ts

Vice President

Dubose

President

,t

Jones

Treasurer

Hall

Vice President

Spaulding

Wright

'
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School of Law
The law school is full of politicians. Having
the most candidates out of all of the schools and
colleges, law school students will choose from
among 25 candidates for various offices.
Striving to lead the Student Bar Association
(SBA) as President are Suzanne Froix, Tyrone
McCall, and Erika McDaniel. Vice presidential
hopefuls are Michael Edwards, Starry Hodge, and
Charlene Jackson. The new SBA Secretary,
unopposed, will be Natalie Petross, and Matthew
Middleton will be Treasurer.
Fighting for the position of 2nd year class
President are Yewande Dada and Xavier Donaldson.
The 2nd year class Vice President will be Alexander
Dawson. Challenging each other for 2nd year class
Secretary are Veronica Hill and Susan McConnell.
The 2nd year class Treasurer will be Sheryl Brown,
as she has no opponents. Desiring to represent the
2nd year class in SBA are Carl Arnold and Michael
Cooper.
Third year class presidential candidates are
Valerie Adams, Christopher Holley, Japel Pearson,
Pamela Westmoreland, and Deina White. Vice
presidential candidates for the 3rd year class are
Angela Grady and Inez Johnson-Williams. The 3rd
year class Secretary will be Lisa Watts, and Nancy
Johnson will be the new Treasurer.
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Vice President

President

FroIx

McDaniel

2nd Year President

Dada

Donaldson

Edwards

2nd Year
Vice Pres.

Dawson

. Hodge

Jackson

2nd Year
Treasurer

Brown

College of Nursing
Jeffrey King and Lisa Gittens are unopposed in the campaigns for President and Vice President, and Michele DaCosta will be the new treasurer. Providing a
competition are Natasha Hewett and Robin Howard, who are both running for Secretary.
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Reminds you of polling places and times
.

In these locations, you may vote for HUSA AND GRADUATE TRUSTEE ONLY
...

College of Medicin~ .

School of Divinity

School of Law
•

I

.

.

.

In these locations, you may vote for local offices, HUSA, GRADUATE TRUSTEE A~D.
UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE
School of Engineering

College of Fine Arts

School of Business

College of Allied Health

School of Communications

School of Education

In these locations, you may vote for Arts and Sciences Student Council, HUSA,
GRADUATE TRUSTEE AND UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE
\

Douglass Hall

Locke Hall

In these locations, you may vote for HUSA, UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
TRUSTEE
··
.
Meridian Hill Hall

Sutton Plaza

Blackburn Center
.

.

•

. O
ELECTION
DAY
.
~

WEDNESDAY, MARCA 4, 1992

10:00-6:00 p.m.
10:00-6:30 p.m. (Divinity and Law Schoo-I).
LAST SPEAKOUT- Tuesday, March 3, 1992- 7:00 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium
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